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Dr. Gordon to meet
with officials as
presidential finalist
Dr Marshall Gordon. vice
president for university services
at Murray State University, is
scheduled for several meetings on
the campus,today and Wednesday
as one of the finalists in the
presidential search.
The 45-year -old I.aCenter
native, who has served since 1963
as faculty member and administrator at Murray State, will
have sessions with the board of
regents, the president, other top
administrators, students, and
faculty and staff during the two
days.
Gordon, a 1959 Murray State
graduate with the B.A. degree in
chemistry and mathematics.
.became a vice president in 1977
after 12 years on the chemistry
faculty and two years as dean of
the College of Environmental
Sciences.
He was appointed by President
Carter and served from 1978 to
1982 on a 24-member National
Science Foundation I NSF Advisory Council, a group which provides advice and counsel to the
president of the NSF and his staff.
During his 12 years in the
classroom when he rose in faculty
rank to full professor. Gordon
became known for his research in
several areas. particularly water
pollution and water quality
studies. He obtained research
grants totaling 8703,270 from
agencies outside the university.
Gordon, who earned the Ph.D.
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Dr. Marshall Gordon
degree in organic chemistry at
Vanderbilt University, has
presented numerous scientific
papers and testified before the
U.S Senate Subcommittee on Air
and Water Pollution.
Twenty-two of his manuscripts
which report on scientific investigations conducted at Murray
State have been published in
refereed journals.
Gordon has also served as a proposal reviewer to evaluate work of
other scientists for a number of
federal granting agencies, including the NSF, National Institutes of Health. Environmental
Protection Agency, Department
of Energy and Department of
Education.
He was instrumental in the
establishment of a nationally
recognized research laboratory at
Murray State which is listed in the
"Catalog of Uncommon Facilities
in Southern Universities.
Gordon is married to the former
Annette Waters of Sylvania, Ga.,
and they have a daughter, Mary
Ann, 18, a freshman at Murray
State. Mrs. Gordon, a professor of
chemistry at Murray State, also
earned the Ph.D. at Vanderbilt
University.
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GOLDEN 100 AWARDS — Calloway County's three r.clpbenU of
Murray State University's Golden 100 awards received caps ulanon'and certificates from MSU President Dr. Constantine W Currie
at Monday's Golden 100 awards banquet. The Golden 100 winners
were chosen Iran a field of 50,000 high school juniors state-wide
Nominees were judged on the basis of their academic achievements,
extracurricular records and on essays they had written. The three
from Calloway County are Matt Harrington, Charles Cella and Jay
Herndon. Harrington, right, and Cella. lower right. are students at
Murray High School. Jay Herndon. balms. attends Calloway County
High School
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Blind spot hampering early tornado detection
OWENSBORO, Ky AP)
A
gap in the the nation's weather
radar system LS hampering early
detection of tornadoes and other
severe storms headed for western
Kentucky,says a Weather Service
spokesman
The cities of Paducah, Mayfield
and Murray are Included in the
blind spot, which is right on the
path of "Tornado Alley." said
Norm Carroll, chief meteorologist
at the Weather Service station in
Evansville, Ind.
Carroll said that the Kentucky
counties of Daviess, Hancock:
-Hopkins, Henderson. McLean,
Ohio and Union fall within the

Doctors pay respects to Clark
FEDERAL WAY, Wash. 1AP
— University of Utah Medical
Center surgeons who helped give
Barney Clark an extra 112 days of
life were among those gathering
today to pay last respects to the
man whose polyurethane heart
made history.
Cards, telegrams and gifts continued to pour in to the family of
the world's first permanent artificial heart recipient, medical
center spokesman John Dwan
said Monday.
Clark's family had asked for a
"very simple" funeral. But
because of the anticipated crowd

!r'si .!\:! !

of about 2,000 people, including
relatives, friends, reporters and
people who never knew turn but
came to admire him, the service
was scheduled today for the Mormon stake center rather than the
church Clark's family attended
for years.
The 62-year-old retired dentist
died at the University of Utah
Medical Center in Salt Lake City
on Wednesday, his 112th day on
the artificial heart
The cause of death was collapse
of his circulatory system and
failure of several organs, doctors
(Continued On Page 2

area covered by Evansville's
severe weather warning system
But the area just to the west of
those counties falls on the edge of
the station's radar screen and can
out be seen with enough detail to
provide early detection of tornadoes, he said.
"It's under our radar net, but
we can't do much with it," he said
Spotters, or trained weather
observers, are routinely used to
augment the data collected by
Evansville's radar system, said
Carroll. But he added that there

have been times when 1t4ff
moved into western Kentuck that
"we didn't know were severe
"Unless it's within 75 miles. it
hard to detect a tornado.'(lI
'4Irri
said Monday at it meeting of
Weather Service employ ties %ail
U S
Rep Walter lire" Ituil
(Heston, D-Kentucky
Employees at the E1i1f1N% die
station had requested the meeting
to discuss the problem Cal roll
said the best si digital would be tit
locate it new weather radar cente•I
at Paducah
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Astronaut illnesses to be kept confidential
MIAMI AP) The space agency has decided to keep private the
queasy stomachs, headaches and
nausea sometimes suffered by
astronauts on space shuttle missions, a newspaper reported to
day.
Specific medical symptoms will
now be considered "privileged information" between the
astronauts and their doctors
unless the mission itself is
threatened, The Miami Herald
reported.
Harold Stall, director of public
affairs at Johnson Space Center in
Houston, said the policy was
adopted Monday by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration because of growing
concern about violating the

Federal I'm a Act in the discus
sion of initlividual meth( al problems
A series of complaints from
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Filing deadline Wednesday
A spokesman for the office of
the Calloway (*purity Clerk reports
that the deadline far filing to run
for election to the Murra) City
Council is Wednesday
As of today. 12 have filed candidacy papers for the May 24 Viet'
Lion, eight of which are currently
serving on the 12-member council
Among flume who have filed.
who are currently members of the
council include Marshall P. Jones.
who was sworn in as councilman

last week to fill a s acancy left by
the resignation of T o mmy
Sanilers
I WWI s incumbents are Keith
Ha)
c 1 mwry, Steve Sammons. I. it Miller. Ruby Hale,
)as iii Rill and John Ed Seim

Those filing who are not currently serving on the council are
1.4 lit Ana ild. a previous council
member: Robert Rains. E
liowton. anti Johnnie it Prichard

General addresses crowd at MSU

Leaders should live by 'unquestionable ethics'

Goo. Billy Wollmon

By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
Gen. Billy Wellman told Murray State
students Monday night their prime
obligation as future leaders is to live by
"unquestionable ethics" and "tall it like
it is."
That is the standard of conduct he
holds to as State Police Canimissiontr,
Adjutant General for Military Affairs,
and Secretary of the Justice Cabinet,
Wellman said. It is applied, he said, to
state troopers' everyday conduct and to
Investigations of cases of alleged
misconduct, such as the Hazard shootout in January and the Clyde Daniel
Graham case.
(A report on the latter will shortly be
released, with the finding there was no
criminal misconduct but were procedurs1 problems, according to
Wellman.
"Don't compromise your integrity to
achieve personal goals," Wellman emphasised to the audience in the University Center Auditorium. "We must have
people Is leadership roles who possess
unquesdensbie ethics."
Wellman's talk was in conjunction
with the lath Mimi Criminal Justice
Conference, and sposserad by the MU
Department of Political Science and

Legal Studies, the Criminal Justice
Association, and the Student Government Association.
Wellman, an Ashland native and a
graduate of Morehead, has been adjutant general for five years, and police
commissioner and justice secretary for
six months The commissioner's office
was tinged with controversy when he
entered it, and his tenure has already
been marked by the controversy of the
Hazard incident. In the latter, a young
boy, a deputy sheriff and a criminal
were killed amid a volley of 54 shots.
The Graham case, which occurred
before Wellman took office, had "caused people to question our credibility,"
the general explained. The Hazard Iddent, he related after his talk. was "a
different ballgame.. because I knew our
tail WSJ on the line and I didn't went any
cover-up."
Investigations by the Hazard state
police post, the internal affairs divison
of Wellman's office, and a grand jury all
cleared troopers of criminal wrongdoing. When a newspaper editorial said
the state police bed regained credibility. "no among of money could buy that
article from me, because that's what I
came bar* far." Wellman said.
The "tell-it-like-a-is" approach was

used in the Hazard investigation, and
his office has a policy of never
misrepresenting facts to legislators or
the press, Wellman said. Public officials, like private persons, should
never set separate standards for publts•
conduct and what is done "behind closed doors."
Wellman stressed the Importance of
communication, honesty and candor for
both public and private life, and said
there is little difference between police,
military, personal and Christian ethics
For guidance individuals can turn to
God and to the basic values of America,
and "return to when a person's word
was his bond," he said.
"The fact is, life today is more ethical
than any previous age was. We've simply created more and higher standards
Wawa people expect more. And let me
tell you, my friends. I think they
deserve it."
One woman asked Wellman how such
principals could be translated into the
everyday conduct of troopers, referring
to her witnessing of • trooper's
mistreatment of•woman. Another man
asked how troopers decided whether to
pursue a fleeing traffic violator when
the pursuit might endanger others
To the former, Wellman replied every

Wellman

complaint is Investigated by the internal affairs division, and posts are
monitored where there is a trend of
complaints. To the latter, he said common sense Is the guide troopers are
given to go by.
Ethics are also important to law enforcement officers betause the positions
their job puts them in leave them
vulnerable to civil suits. Wellman explained
-There will continue to be cases and
we will continue to be sued I can tell
you right now we have 10 cases in
court "His department only offers legal
counsel when it finds the officer was
properly doing Pus job, and when a
trooper has done wrong it should be admitted. Wellman said.
The audience included many women,
and one asked if there is discrimination
in the hiring of women troopers.
Wellman replied recruiting teams seek
out females and minorities; however,
because of the physically demanding
nature of the trooper's job, there Ls
as
minimum height requirement of 5'6".
That has been lowered from 5'9", and he
opposes lowering it further, he said.
• • •
Following his talk. Wellman was ask( Continued On Page 2
V
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The Crusader

Encounter turns foe of Jesus into advbcate

(EDITOR'S NOTE - This ta ths second inatailmant al•Byepart Easter series about Paul, the ones-0414ot foil of belief in
Jesus, wbo became•prima exponent of It.)
By GEORGE W. CORNELL
AP Ritiligkei Writer
A road has an open, unanswered quality about it. It always
comes to turning points, to divergences. And the direction that is
taken yields destiny. That's how the life of Paul shifted course at a fateful intersection on a desert road.
His horse trotted rapidly along beneath scudding clouds.
Muscular comparuons rode behind him, goading a pack camel to
keep up.
-Fight the good fight," he would write later in another situation.
one of his many urgings to athletic exertion, determination and
concentrated discipline. "I do not box as one beating the air; but I
pommel my body and subdue it. .Always be steady, endure suffering, do the work"
After his strenuous efforts in Jerusalem to crush what he considered a debiiement of Judaism by the spreading Nazarene, Paul
was now pur umg fomenters who had scattered elsewhere.
He had obtained credentials from Jerusalem's high priest to extend the crackdown to the Syrian city of Damascus. His orders
were that if he found any belonging to the Way, men or women,
he might bring them bound to Jerusalem."
Let them "be accursed." he would fiercely denounce opponents
later in another context. Like those who "opposed Moses, so these
men also oppose truth, men of corrupt mind and counterfeit faith;
but they will not get far."
Although Paul had an infectious, driving ardor, he was not
prepossessing in appearance. A second-century description says
"He was a man of little stature, thin-haired upon his head, crooked in the legs, of good state of body, with eyebrows joining and
nose somewhat hooked, full of grace, for sometimes he appeared
like a man, and sometimes he had the face of an angel.He had a leaping temper, and sometimes unleashed it '•Insubordinate men, empty talkers and deceivers'" But he also had a soft.
compassionate side •'I hold you in my heart.. We were gentle
among you. like a nurse taking care of children
A deeply emotional, stubborn, keenly intellectual man, immersed in Judaism's timeless wisdom, trained in strict adherence to
it,
he had thrown his entire energies into upholding it against any
deviation
..In a rac e all the runners compete, but only one receives the
pri7e." he wrote later in differing circumstances. "So run that you
may obtain it '' He strove with utmost might to crush the ferment
about Jesus, yet by the records became its moat enterprising
chaflipion
-He must be reckoned second only to his master. Jesus Christ,
as a creative personality in Chnstiaruty," says Bible scholar A.C.
Purdy
But he now hastened to fight the movement in Damascus. The
time was about A
32, two years after the crucifixion of Jesus.
and persei utions in Jerusalem had driven foreign-reared Jews
converted to hini to other cities
Paul says he had 'persecuted this Way to the death, binding
and
delivering to prison both men and women. When they were
put to
death, 1 cast my vote against them And I punished them often
in
all the synagogues in raging fury against them "
The Hellenist Jews from Greco-Roman societies, disposed to
elet tic mixing of religions, were seen as the main threat to
Judaism. and Paul, reared among them in cosmopolitan Tarsus.
knew their easy superstitions and gullibility
"There are many 'gods' and many 'lords,— he writes of such
syncretism, but avows his own firm monotheism to the end "For_
us there Is one God
Homeland followers of Jesus, all committed Jews. were not
terronied into fleeing Jerusalem as were the outlanders, Cretans,
Alexandrians. Cyrenians and others. The apostles, though abused,
remained in the city, worshiping regularly at the Temple, maintaining Jewish proprieties, despite their sensational claims of a
messiah who surmounted death
The possibility they could be right appeared ridiculous to Paul.
A
condemned criminal, shamelessly hanged, yet called "savior."
What absurdity' 'King of the Jews." the Romans had titled
turn on
the cross, an insult to Judaism The crucified were considered accursed Then came the "resurection" boasts a sheer hoax
as
Paul saw it
He kicked his horse to a faster trot, staring ahead along the
stretching convex stone built by the Romans He hated his violent
mission, but he never shrank from righteour duty. "Put on the
whole armor of God," he wrote later in battle imagery.
That was Paul's obsession and he now pursued it in vengean
ce,
yet with lashing inner turmoil. Obviously, he realized something
unexplainably overwhelming must have happened to that
Nazarene's backward cohorts
They had panicked after the Crucifixion and cowered in hiding.

But then they suddenly became boldly defiant in their delirium
about an alleged resurrection. Something uncanny surely caused
that drastic, abrupt change. They persisted despite imprisonments,
floggings and threatened death. Why'
Paul squinted into the sun, a dull throb beginning at his temple.
He had a persisting, unspecified affliction, which some conjecture
was migraine, those severe, recurring headaches that usually affect intense, sensitive individuals.
One came now, along with a nagging revulsion at his harsh
assignment. The memory of the brave, unruffled victims that his
men had manhandled in Jerusalem haunted him, their forgiving
smiles even as the dungeon doors slammed on them, their crazy,
confident serenity.
It was a kind of inner grace he envied. Moreover, that seductive,
compassionate appeal by Stephen as he died under the hail of
stones that his killers not be blamed - stuck in Paul's conscience like a knife
The black spots from the mounting migraine swam at his eyes as
the pounding increased A suppressed sob, both from pain and
buried guilt, lodged in his throat. The swarming dots raced at his
vision. In the distance, he could see the hazy outline of Damascus.
Suddenly a dazzling white light exploded around him, like a
Lightning bolt -Brighter than the sun." he described it later. He
was hurled to the ground. A voice rang cot of the radiance, speaking giliglirow, main& his Hebrew MIDS. -Saul. Saul, why do you
persecute me"
Stunned, bewildered, wracked by suppressed torment, he implored weakly, "Who are you. Lord" Who, what was this overpowering intruder into the struggling recesses of himself?
"I am Jesus whom you are persecuting." In the ensuing moment's hush, the reality burst in Paul and rushed through him like
a shattering, healing, renewing tide. He lifted his head, seeing
something, a translucent figure, magnanimous, welcoming.
"Rise and enter the city, and you will be told what to do; for I
have appeared to appoint you to serve and bear witness."
Paul strained forward, but fell back to the ground, the shimmering light gone. When next he opened his eyes, he couldn't see. His
men clustered around turn, talking confusedly, having heard but
not seen, mystified at those strange, bodiless sounds. Paul got up,
trembling, still blinded.
They guided him to his horse arid led him through the guarded
gates of Damascus. On its broad, colonnaded math thoroughfare, a
street called Straight, they found the house of the synagogue elder
whom they had been directed by the Sanhedrin to contact.
Paul seemed near death. For three days, he lay without food or
liquid, hardly stirring. sightless. He scarcely knew where he was,
or who, himself or another, yet somehow that he was wholly

County residents suffer losses by fire
A Lynn iiro%e aria fanner's shelf containing several pieces of
valuable machinery was
destroyed in a fire late Monday
morning
Luther Suggs, who lives approximately four miles south of Lynn
Grove, suffered a total loss on his
shed and the equipment inside
Damage was estimated at
$250,000
The shed contained two tractors, three trucks and two combines The Calloway County Fire-

squad responded to the
11 30 a ni fire with four trucks
and eight men.
Richard Lucas of Coldwater
also suffered a total los3 when his
home was destroyed by fire Saturday night
Cause of the fire, which was
reported at 7 p.m., was unknown
Damage was estimated at around
$60,000 Five trucks and 16
firefighters responded, assisted
by the state police and county
sheriff's department
Resell('

Sheriff's deportment charges man with
counts of burglary and assault
The Calloway. County Sheriff's
Department has charged 25-yearold James Allen Johnson, a resident of North 12th Street, with second degree burglary and fourth
degree assault following an incident last Wednesday at Grogan's
Trailer Park on Ky.% E.
A spokesman for the department reports Johnson was charg-

ed for unlawfully entering a
residence at the trailer court.
It was reported that a small sum
of money and other small Items
were missing from the home.
Johnson was reportedly incarcerated in Calloway County
Jail at the time the charges were
filed Cash bond has been set at
$1,000 for these charges.

Firefighters and sheriff's
deputies also responded to a
pickup truck fire at 11.30 p.m.
Sunday night The truck, owned
by Donna Malmker, caught fire 12
miles south of Murray on highway
121 and was destroyed. Two trucks
and seven men were called to the
seem
A stove-flue fire did minor
damage to a wall in the home of
Palmer Barnes,six miles south on
highway 641, at 1:03 a.m. Saturday. Two trucks and 12 men extinguished the fire.
Fire also destroyed the barn of
Joe and Larry Crutcher on
Shoemaker Road in the New Providence area.
A combine and various farm
equipment items were stored in
the barn at the time of the blaze.
Cause of the fire is unknown.
Ten squad firefighters with two
trucks were at the scene one hour
and were assisted by the sheriff's
department
The barn was engulfed when
squad members arrived

Coins token in Marshall County Clark...
A large number of collector
coins was reportedly stolen from
the home of a Marshall County
couple, apparently while they
were out of town attending the
girls' state basketball tournament
in Richmond.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Larry

Some MSU phones
out of service due
to severed cable
Approximately 100 telephones
on the campus of Murray State
University are out of service, according to Joe Ward, director of
Operations Analysis at the university.
Ward reports that workers at
the university's physical plant
severed an underground
telephone cable while operating a
back hoe.
Ward adds that a splice kit for
the cable should arrive late today
and he expects all phones to be
back in service by Friday.

Men's Dept.

Schroeder, Benton Rt. 1, was
broken into over the weekend, according to Marshall County Deputy Sheriff Andy Sedlock. The
break-in was reported Sunday
afternoon when the Schroeder*
returned from Richmond.
Sedlock said the thief or thieves
broke a sliding glass door at the
residence but were unsuccessful
In gaining entrance, so a pane of
glass was pried out of a rear door.
The value of the coins was not
Immediately known and no arrests have been made in the case.

(Continued From Page I
said. After Clark was declared
dead, the heart was turned off. It
remains at the University of Utah
Medical Center for research.
"The family wanted something
very simple," Terry Clark, the
wife of Clark's son, Stephen, said
Monday. She said, however, the
family had decided to open the
service to members of the public,
because "they were so supportive
throughout" Clark's ordeal.

Shuttle...

(Continued From Page 1)
ed the status of a proposed National Guard armory in Murray.
He said the armory is a "top
priority" and will be proposed for
funding this fall, for consideration
by the next General Assembly. He
hopes the state appropriates its 25
percent share, to be matched by 75
percent from the federal government.
It will "probably take two to
three years before we see construction," Wellman added.

(Continued From Page 1)
Challenger, scheduled to begin its
maiden flight Monday,the Herald
said
"If you have a so-called private
medical conference with a doctor,
there are things you discuss that
are private and should remain
private as long as they don't affect" the operation, said astronaut
Donald Peterson, a mission
specialist on the upcoming flight

Ladies Dept.

Wellman...
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changed, another self, that out of some abyss of darkness, he had
been catapulted to a fresh, wondrous height. He wept, sorrowing at
past iniquities, yet flooded with gratitude and an immense joy.
"It is no longer I who live, but Christ who lives in me," he wrote
later. "If any one is in Christ he is a new creation; the old has
passed away, behold the new has come." He felt reconstituted, the
old Paul slain and now reborn, for God "has delivered us from the
dominion of darkness and transferred us to the kingdom of his
beloved Son."
The storming destroyer had turned into a dauntless proponent,
an "ambassador for Christ." He never considered it abandoning
Judaism, but rather a lifting of its beacon higher and further. It
transformed him.
One of the Jesus believers, Ananias, heard of the notorious
persecutor's collapse and was moved to go to him, comforting him,
bathing his crusted eyelids. Something "like scales fell from his
eyes" and he could see.
He had been blind to the truth, but through that rending personal
experience, now saw it vividly, that "Christ Jesus came into the
world to save sinners. And I am the foremost of sinners." He was
baptized in the Abana river outside the city's northern wall.
-We have renounced disgraceful, underhanded ways," he writes.
"For it is he God who said, 'Let light shine out of the darkness,'
who has shone in our hearts to give the light of the knowledge of
tbe glory of God in the face of Jeans Christ."
After Paul's traumatic change, he retreated to the desert for
three years. On his return to Damascus, his turn-about views and
resulting hostility toward him upset Rome's ethnarch, the Nabean
King Aretas. Assassins were hired to eliminate the troublemaker.
But Jesus' followers, hearing of the plot, hid him in a tunnel in
the city wall and on a dark moonless night to avoid sentries,
lowered him in•large basket by rope to the ground outside.
Returning to Jerusalem, he was keenly resented by some Jesus
followers for his past depredations, hated by others as a turncoat.
But the bighearted fisherman apostle Peter sheltered him privately for 15 days of talk about Jesus. Paul met none of the other
apostles except James. The others "were afraid" of turn.
Because of the general distrust, he was sent out of town. He
spent 15 years in his native Cilicia and adjoining Syria, preaching
his expanded faith, bitterly opposed by family and former friends,
probably enduring the first of five lashings he reports from fellow
Jews - the 39 strokes across the back and shoulders.
"We are afflicted in every way, but not crushed; perplexed but
not driven to despair; persecuted, but not forsaken; struck down
but not destroyed; always carrying in the body the death of Jesus,
so the life of Jesus may also be manifested in our bodies."
TOMORROW: A history-making decision.
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Energy on advance
The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission has
signaled a change in the weather concerning utility
rate regulation. It will permit utilities it regulates
to charge customers for part of the cost of new
power plants while construction is still in progress.
As it is, such costs to not become part of the rate
base until plants are completed and generating
electricity.
A consumer organization calls the new policy a
"disaster" because it opens a new avenue for raising utility rates. That is a shortsighted view of a
serious problem in the utility industry. It would be
more disastrous for consumers if the problem were
ignored.
The current lull in the planning and start of construction of major new power plants is due only in
part to the scaling back of projected future power
needs. Another reason is that inflation, high interest
rates and the long lead time for completion of plants
puts an unusual financial strain on utilities that
enter into construction projects. Those problems
have been aggravated by the traditional policy of
not allowing the cost of construction work-inprogress to be figured into current rates.
The new FERC policy will apply only to rates for
power sold by utilities at wholesale rates. The same
rationale for reform wtuch prompted the decision
by the FERC, however, should impress the state
utility commissions which control rates at the consumer level.
Eventually, utilities that now have surplus
generating capacity will again face a need for major new power plants. Unrealistic rate-setting formulas could discourage new projects, allowing demand for power to creep up on supply and threaten
shortages. Both federal and state regulatory agencies should make sure that their policies do not prove a barrier to the timely development of new
power plants as they are needed.

looking back
Ten years ago
Johnny Scott, son of Mr. and Mrs. John Ed Scott,
has been named as winner of the art scholarship
given by the Creative Arts Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
Deaths reported include Bunnie L. Farris,80.
Fifty-five women of Murray and Calloway County
attended the kick-off coffee for Cancer Drive at
Holiday Inn on March 28. This drive is sponsored by
Delta Department of Murray Woman's Club.
An appreciation banquet will be given in honor of
Lottie Denham who is retiring from the Hazel
Postdfice after 38 years of service. County Judge
Robert 0. Miller will be speaker.
Dr. Charles F. Hinds, director of Libraries at
Murray State University, spoke at a meeting of the
J.N. Williams Chapter of the United Daughters of
the Confederacy at the home of Mrs. C. Wesley
Waldrop.
Twenty years ago
Deaths reported include Z.C. Zillie) Orr,64, and
Walker E. Cathey,94.
Rex Alexander, assistant coach at Murray State
College, was speaker at annual basketball banquet
for Murray High School at Triangle Inn. Principal
Eli Alexander was master of ceremonies.
Births reported include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Lloyd Green, March 18.
Joe Overby, son of Mr. and Mrs. Rue Overby of
Murray and a sophomore at Murray State College,
has been elected historian of Phi Mu Alpha music
fraternity at MSC.
Members of the cast of the play, "Pick A Dilly,"
to be presented tonight by junior class of Calloway
County High School are Cynthia Ezell, Shirley Stubblefield, Sheila Cooper, Sharon Sledd, Dan
McDaniel, Mike Rose, Anna Belle McCuiston, Jo
Beth Watson, Ann Higgins, Phyllis Jones, Larry
Salmon, Mike Smith, Mike Charlton, Max Parka,
Marie Hoke and Ray Whitlow.
Flavil Robertson is cub master of Cub Scout Pack
143 of Carter School.
Thirty years ago
Deaths reported include Hoyt Linn,72.
Lloyd Canter was elected as "neatest boy" in
senior class at Lynn Grove High School, according
to a feature story by Joette Lassiter, Lynn Grove
student.
A Homemakers Club was organized in the
Wadesboro community on March in the home of
Mrs. Clinton Surchett and will be known as
Wadesboro Club, according to Miss Rachel
Rowland, county home demonstration agent. Officers elected were Mesdames Hansel Ezell, Doris
Ezell, Clinton Burchett, Lowell Palmer, Dacus
&dwell, Fred Patton, Gerald Trimble and Monroe
Mitchell.
The Magazine Club met March II in the home of
Mrs. R.L. Wade with Mrs. LR.Putnam in charge of
the program.
Showing at Varsity Theatre Is "The I Don't Care
Girl" starring Mitzi Gaynor, David Mayne and
Oscar Levant.
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'Joy Comes in The Afternoon'is title
of choir-orchestra dramatization Sunday
We're in for some good Easter
music next Sunday afternoon at First
Baptist Church.
Wayne Halley, our minister of
music there, has put together a
musical drama heralding the resurrection of the risen Lord, using the
church's 45-voice adult choir and a
25-piece orchestra made up of Murray State University faculty
members and students, local citizens
and several professional niu_sicians
from Nashville, Tenn
Entitled, "Joy Comes in The Afternoon," it will be presented at 4 p.m.
in the church's sanctuary, and the
public is invited to attend
Wayne tells me that the hour-long
dramatization will cover the last
week of Jesus' ministrY- on earth,
from His triumphant entry into
Jerusalem on what we know as
-Palm Sunday" to His crucifixion on
the cross It will end with a special
arrangement for the choir and the orchestra of the popular, old hymn.
"Hallelujah! What a Saviour'"
Ten of our area and Murray State
University young people will play the
roles of the characters involved and
under the direction of Martha 1 Mrs
Ray I Moore.
Keith Roberts of Earlington will
play the role of Jesus Judas will be
played by Scott Alexander from
McKenzie. Term and Mary, the
mother of Jesus, will be played by
Terri Taylor of Lone Oak.
Luke will be played by Jay Overton, a member of the staff at the Murray Stte campus radio station,
WKMS, while the role of John will be

played by Charles Branum
Chris Bland will have the role of
James. Peter will be played by Doug
Moore, Mary Morris will play the
role of Mary Magdelene and Todd
Harrison will have the role of a
pastor involved
Charles, Chris, Doug. Mary anti
Todd are all !Hurray or Calloway
Countians
They have been putting .Joy
Comes in The Afternoon" together
since sometime in January, and the
real down-to-earth rehearsals will be
this coming Friday and Saturday
before the presentation on Sunday
afternoon.
I haven't seen it, but this is the
same choir- Om altrli orchestra
that has given us that stirring
Love America" Fourth of July
presentation these past two summers, and I have no doubt that .•,loy
Comes in The Afternoon" will be
equally as well presented
Wayne told me that if I wrote
anything about the program to lx'
sure and quote him as saying, 'We
hope many of our local people will be
with us this coming Sunday afternoon
as we at First Baptist celebrate
a time when we think
Easter
especially about the eternal life
with this unusual and
Jesus gives
beautiful dramatization"
• •.
Robin Farley will have some tales
to tell when he gels back to Murray
two or three months from now
Robin is the 20-year-old youngest of
Joe Pat and Wilma Farley's six
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letters to the editor

PA self-help organization for parents, children
To The Editor In September of last year, a small
group of parents darted the Murray
Chapter of Parents Anonymous
(PA ). The chapter had been functioning for three years before it stopped
meeting because of a lack of community support and•mhiwiderstan-

ding of the function of l'A
The general response to the question,"What is Parents Anonymous"
has been, "That's a group for people
who beat their kids," or "All that
group does is dump their kids on free
babysitters for two hours,so they can
drink coffee and gossip." These are

What are powers of court?
To The Editor:
Your readers may recall that on
Feb. 4 you published an editorial
lauding an order by U.S. District
Judge Barrington Parker that the
Occupational Safety and Health Administration issue an emergency
temporary standard for ethylene oxide.
On March 14, however, the threePulp Disbict of Columbia Circuit
Court of Appeals asniroously overturned Judge Parker's decision ruling that, as OSHA had contended, an
emergency tempwary standard was
not an appropriate action to take In
regard to alitylene oxide.
Instead. the Appeals Court ordered
OSHA to proceed with haste with its
resider rule-making process. which
hoe been underway for some time.
Within a few weeks we will Wee a
proposed new standard providing
adequate protection for workers exposed to ethylene oxide.
The issue here is not whether

ethylene oxide is a dangerous
substance; it is. Rather, the question
Is whether a court should dictate
priorities to a regulartory agency.
We employ•capable acientific staff
to help make those determinations.
Unfortunately, the Appeals Court
decision still leaves open this important question, which could be raised
again if different courts throughout
the country attempt at some time to
dictate different priorities. The
result would not serve the public
well
We do intend to act on ethylene oxide and a list of other substances We
hope to arrange our priorities according to scientific evidence, work
place exposure levels and other factors that our staff is well equipped to
analyze. Only in this manner can this
agency efficiently apply its Limited
resources.
Sincerely.
Thorne G A uchter
Aasistant Secretary

we know we're not alone We w ant to
just two responses that show the
listen and share the problems of by
misconception the community tuts
mg a parent with you Thu-re is stria t
about PA.
within the group and a
confidentiality
prehelp
to
group
self-help
PA is a
parents to help each
as
bond
shared
betvent damaging relationships
other
and
children
their
and
ween parents
I Are you a troubled or nervous
for parents who have a difficult time
who has no place to get help"'
parent
children
coping with their
2 When you are ready to blow up IS
The parents meet weekly to talk
It you and the children who bear the
about their similar problems They
brunt of it"
are able to share their parent/child
3 Do you feel confused, guilty and
overcominteractions, whether it is
about your parental
frightened
situation
a
or
crisis
potential
ing a
and
feelings'
behavior
that was inappropriately handled
4 Do you believe that you were
While the parents are meeting the
treated indifferently or cruelly as a
children have their own group. The
child and that now you're repeating
group is more than just a babysitting
some of the "past"
of
service for the children. Many
5. When you hear the words
these children have little contact
or •'neglect," do you end up
"abuse"
with people outside their immediate
your childhood or the
about
thinking
family and the MSU students and
you're doing now'
parenting
community volunteers give the
6. Are you physicaly or emotionally
children the extra attention that they
or neglecting one or more of
abusing
need to start growing as individuals.
your children'
supstrong
The children's group Is a
7 Do you want your relationship
port system for these kids.
with your children to be difa
There have been Incidents where
ferent.. your family life more fulfillparent didn't want to attend a
ing...less explosive and tense . more
chapter meeting and the children
loving'
talked the parent into coming, so
Parents Anonymous is now meeting
they would not miss their meeting.
on Thursday from 6:30-8:30 p.m. For
PA is for the whole family.
more information about PA call the
If as a parent you answer yes to one
following numbers: 759-1017 or Mor more of the following questions, OON anytime, 733-4128 evenings or
then we as a group of concerned
7113-31113 days.
parents may be able to help and supSandra Clayton
port you as a parent.
Parent Chairperson
Many of us felt we were the only
P.A. of Murray
ones having these problems, but now
•
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Lovett-Williams vows scheduled on Friday.
Arrangements for the.
wedding of Miss Wendy
Lovett and Jimmy
Williams have been completed
Parents of the couple
are Mr and Mrs Ted
Lovett. fit land Mr and
Mrs Gene Williams.
Murray.
The wedding will be
Friday. April 1, at 7 p m
at the Murray Woman's
Club House. Vine and
South Seventh Streets

Robin Wadley. minister
of the University Church
of Christ, will perform
the ceremony. Miss Tammy Crouse will be the
pianist.
Miss Lovett-has chosen
Mrs Kenneth McCuiston
as her matron of honor.
Bridesmaids will be
Miss Vonnie Hays. cousin
of the bride-elect, Miss
Lisa Harrison and Miss
Sherry Newsome.
Miss Wendy Smother-

moo,cousin of the groomelect, will be the flower
.girl.
Mark Williams, cousin
of the groom-elect, will be
best man.
Groorrutmen will be
Randy Williams and
David Williams. brother
and cousin respectively
of the groom-elect, and
Stephen Lovett, brother
of the bride-elect
The ushers will be
Charles Razzell and Keith

Hays, both uncles of the
bride-elect.
Jason Lovett, cousin of
the bride-elect, will be the
ringbearer
The guest register will
be kept by Mies Julie
Bazzell, cousin of the
bride-elect.
A reception will follow
In the club house.
All friends and
relatives are invited to attend the ceremony and
the reception

Piano students of Mrs. Mason present recital
Piano students of Mrs
Neale B Mason played
their annual spring
recital for parents and
friends on Sunday afternoon. March 27, in the
Farrell Recital Hall of
the Fine Arts Complex at
Murray State University.

The music heard on the
program spanned four
centuries with selections
in Baroque. Classic,
Romantic, Impre smonistic and Contemporary styles
The program opened
with performances by.

Pre-Easter Revival

Northside
Independent Church
3 silts Us, el Deity se Mir 1345
4 I wits NW iti Rey $4 so Net 1346

Evangelist: Ralph Tackett
March 31, April 1-2
7:00 P.M.
Sunrise Service Easter Sunday
5:45 A.M.

Special Gospel Singing Nightly
Pastor Gerald Miller
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two pre-school students.
Amanda Guarneros and
Melody Parker. who are
studying piano under the
Suzuki "method"
Music by Bach and
Handel was played by
John Dailey and Wendy
Parker, both of Murray.
and by Martha Fern from
Calvert City
Music in the Classic
style by Clernenti and
Mozart was performed by
Danielle Rodnqurz and
Suzanne Meeks, Murray
and Amanda Edward,
Hardin
Alison Leslie, Heidi
Hems, Matthew Price and
Sandy Hoke. all of Murray. and Chris Wilson,
Farmington, presented
selections that were composed in the 19th century
Romantic style
Bethany Thompson.
Marla Ford, Susan Jones,
and Kathy Stockton
played more "descriptive" music in the

GUINN'S
DISCOUNT
SHOES

pressionistic style of the
early 20th century.
Allyson Wheeler of
Mayfield presented the
only Contemporary piece
on the program, the C
ma)or Sonatina'by K lustchaturian.
The program. was
brought to a close by.
Wendy Parker and
Suzanne Meeks who
played Sicilienne by Bach
in a two-piano setting by.
Maier

Oil executive
volunteers
for 'fish day

Bell and Scott wedding to be April 17
Mr and Mrs. Robert G.
Bell of Rt. S. Murray, announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Dorothy i Dotty) Darlene,
to David A Scott. son of
Mr and Mrs. R. C.'Scott,
Mt.?. Murray.
The bride-elect Is a 1912
graduate of Calloway
County High School. She
now is attending Murray
State University.
The groom-elect is the
grandson of Mr and Mrs.
Roy Scott of Almo and of
Mr. and Mrs. James
Myatt of Mayfield
Mr. Scott as a 1978
graduate of Murray High
School He is employed as
an assistant manager at
Wendy's Old Fashioned
Hamburger of Murray.
The wedding is planned
for Sunday. April 17, at 2
p.m. at the Eastwood
Baptist Church.
A reception will follow
the ceremony.
All friends and
relatives are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception

TARENTUM. Pa. 4AP ,
John Henry. 10, has
more than a famous

Dorothy (Dotty) Darlene Bell
will marry David A. Scott

Rime

He has his own individual fishing coach on
"Fish for Fun Day," an
annual event for handicapped children.
The outing is led b)
volunteers MICR US Gulf
Oil's Bob Bargerstock
Sr , who has been invoked for five years
"We enjoy ourselves as
much as the kids do."
Bargerstock said.

College students include more women than men
WASHINGTON AP
College students are
more likely to be women
and to be older than in
years past, the Census
Bureau reported today
The number of women
in college jumped 63 percent from 1972 to 1981. the

•
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and 36 percent are 25 or
older.
Women make up half of
undergraduate students,
45 percent of graduate
students and the majority
of part-time and juniorcollege students.
The study of school
enrollment in 1981 also
reported:
'The number of
nursery school students
was about the same as in
1980, but well above 1970
levels, thanks to increasing enrollment of 3- and 4year-olds.
'The number of
students in elementary

schools is down 18 percent from its 1970 peak,
and the high school student population has
declined 9 percent from
its peak in 1976-77.
'The percentage of
elementary and secondary students in private
schools is about the same
as it was a decade ago, 11
percent.
'The proportion of
young blacks who have
dropped out of school has
declined from 26 percent
in 1967 to 19 percent today. The dropout rate for
whites remained at about
16 percent.

OFF

One Group Of

Sportswear

CIMMO

Sy Act 3, Douglas Marc, Talbott Knit
Sizes 8-20

1 Rack 1/2 Price
Town & Country
Dress Shop
7534365
Dixieland Shopping Center

Panama Jack T-Shirts $6.99

bureau said. At the same
time the number of men
attending college grew by
only 12 percent.
The bureau said that
there are now 108 college
women for every 100
male•
students,
compared
.
to a ratio of 74 women to
100 men in 1972.
The new study also
reported that of the 12.1
million students attending college, more than
half are over the traditional college age of 21.
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SPECIAL PRICING ON ALL

WATERBEDS
After Years Of Studying The Waterbed Industry
We Have Combined The Ultimate In Therapeutic Value
Price Comfort And Styling.

•NOTICE•
All Our Complete Waterbed Systems Include:
•Headboard & Frame •Mattress •Drain & Fill Kit'
•Pedestal Base •Heater •Liner
King or Queen Size
Come In And Let Us Show You
Our Selection Of Quality Waterbeds.
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Lockhart-Dunn wedding on April 30

DATEBOOK
Samantha Leigh Gibbs born

Mr. and Mrs James D.
Mr and Mrs. James C' Gibbs III, Murray. are the
Locktuirt, Rt. 3. Murray.
parents of a daughter, Samantha Leigh. weighing
announce the engageseven pounds 10 ounces. born Tuesday. March 22, at
ment and approaching
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother is
marriage of their
the former Jennie Hill of Almo.
daughter. Penny. to RanGrandparents are Mrs. Louise Hill and the late
dall H. Dunn. son of Mr.
Joseph William Hill of Almo and Mr and Mrs. J
and Mrs. Holmes Dunn of
Gibbs of Atlantic Beach, N C Great-grandmothers
Murray.
are Mrs Eulala Eldndge. Rt. 1. Almo. and Mrs
Miss Lockhart is a 1978
Virginia Brown of Oneanta. Ala
graduate of Calloway
County High School. She
is employed at the North
Office of the Peoples
The painting session by Dick Jackson at the MurBank.
ray Art Guild has been postponed from tonight
The bride-elect is the
i Tuesday Ito Tuesday. April 12, at 6 30 p in at the
granddaughter of Mr.
guild, 103 North Sixth St Members and interested
and Mrs. I D. Brandon,
persons are asked to note the change in date, a guild- Rt. 1, Alm°, and of Carl
spokesman said.
Lockhart and the late
lovie Lockhart of Old
Hickory. Tenn.
The Kirksey Ball Club is now taking applications
Mr. Dunn is a 1976
for the summer program with leagues for boss.
graduate of Murray High
girls and adults Total cost per player is $15. a..
School. He is employed at
cording to Robert Tabers, president.
Dunn's Furniture of MurFor applications or more Information call 489ray.
or 437-4845. and the deadline for accepting ap2387
The groom-elect is the
plications is Friday. April 8. Tubers said each
grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
player will play in the games
C.J. Rose of Murray and
Penny Lockhart
of the late Mr. and Mrs
H. H. Dunn of Hazel.
will marry Randall H Dunn
The wedding ceremony
church.
will be on Saturday. April United Methodist Church
friends and relatives are-30. at 6:30 p.m. at the
Only out-of-town myna- invited to :attend the wedA reception will follow
South Pleasant Grove in the social hall al the tions will be - sent All.- sting artsl-the reception
Census at Murray - ban Belcher. 811 Iihivid
Calloway County St
Mrs I x'sley "'oils le
Hospital_ for Saturday.
Itt 5
Robert
March N, was 110 adults
RI 4. Huntington.
and six in nursery
Tenn . Mrs Wilberinia
Thursday. March 31
Tuesday. March 29
Thursday , March .11
Tuesday, March 29
Newborn admissions Walden. 6003 Walnut CirBusiness
Murras
and
Humane Society of Boosters will meet at 8
I irop In concert will were as follows
•
cle, Mi-Kenzte.'Ienn ,
Calloway County will p rn in band room Professianal Women's be from 12 30 to 1 15 p ni
Baby girl Lyles.
MISS Ja11/1 Cook, Rt 2,
I.
Club
30
will
meet
at
lebrars at Mur- parents.
meet at 6:30 p.m. at Members note change in
Hazel.
William
Mrs [Amiss. Carand
(*arra! ril% Siiitt•
p in at t
Calloway Public Library. date and time.
Belinda. lit I. Benton
roll, 738 Nash. Edward
Restaurant
—- - Baby girl Burgess. Craig %toms. 11 Gay St ,
Annual New born parents.
East Callow as
Alcoholics Anonymous
Michael and New York. N V . Mrs
Activaies hs Senior Ss mpasium - will start at
Joann. Rt. l.Sedalia
is scheduled to meet at 8 Baseball Program will
Anita Barfield. lit 1,
Citizens will be from to 8 a in .it Mason Hall
p.m. in western portion of meet at 7 p.m. at East
Dismissals were as Puryear. Tenn • 1..eirrs
a m to 2 p in at Hazel
Nut '.trig building I. Mur- follows
Livestock and Exposition Callaway School
Dan Darnell. lit I. Farmanti Dauglas I 'enters anii rill. State I'IllVersIty
Cafeteria
Mrs Kathie Burnett, ington. Mrs
Center.
Violet
fr0111 10 a in to 1 p ni at
Hazel; Mrs. Deann Taylor. lit 2. Hazel.
Painting session by Ellis Center
Murray TOPS I take off
Ni'VAT(I Calif
Gedric Paschall. 2219
API Ballard, 733 Nash,
Dick Jackson at Murray
pounds sensibly ) Club
The same i.ianpany Charles Michael Ed- Edinborough. Mrs Mary
Art Guild has been changA
rig
rents
in
S
Pa
mails
will meet at 7 p.m. at
w high insured construc- wards, Ht. 5; Mrs Zina Outland. 17IX) Holida‘
ed to April 12
V.111 meet at 6 30 p in For
Health Center.
Pritchard, RI
I, John I. Allen. lit 3
information call 759-11187 tion of the Galden Gate
Cadiz , Mrs Carolyn
Wednesday, March 30
Bralge in the 1930s now as Mayfield: Mrs Brenda K
or 753-6089. ans time.
Bethel Baptist Bible
Hazel and Douglas 4126. eveturigs, ar
cavering a ruisihstruction Jones, E30 Mur-Cal, Mrs Steen. Alma, John Trio
;62Study will be at 6 p.m. at Centers will be open from
Margaret Tharp, 711 Grearn. RI I. I >ester,
project for the span
home of David and 10 a.m. to 2 p.m for ac- 2t.s63, days
A $52 4 sccilli,.ri per- Spencer. Murfreesboro, Mrs Ariel Alexander, Itt
Aleshia Cunningham. Ut- tivities by senior citizens
Tenn
3. Mayfield.
Mothers Morning I tut formance bond has been
terback Road.
Mrs Cellsa CunnWilliam Fait-. Hamlin.
provided
by
Fireman's
will be at 8 30 a in. at
Mrs Yams. Smith. 303
VITA volunteers will Good Shepherd United Fund Insurance Com- ingham and baby boy. lit
Murray Duplicate assist students, senior
panies on the replace- 1. Hardin; Mrs. Patti Winston Place. Paris.
Bridge Club will meet at 7 citizens and low or fixed Methodist Church
ment of the deck on the Seatnuin and baby boy. Tenn Charlie Green, Kt
p.m._at Gleason Hall, income people with tar
262 Riviera; Mrs. Janeen 2, Buchanan, Term., Mrs.
Mothers Day Out will 1 7-mile-long national
North 12th and Payne assistance from noon to 4
Burkeen and baby boy, Dottie Jones, 157 Walnut
landmark
spanning
the
Streets. For information p.m. at VITA Center, be at 9 a sic at First Bap- entrance to San Fran- RI
Dexter,
CI Benton; Mrs Mellie
ti.st Church
call 489-2244 or 753-8345.
• Mrs. Patricia Norton, Parker, 516 South lIth
cisco Bay
Murray State University.
Box 13, Paris, Tenn , St . Mrs Sur Goodner,
Tau Phi Lambda
Mrs. Mae Dell Huey, Rt 903 Chickasaw. Parts.
Sorority of Woodmen of
I. Buchanan, Tenn., Ur- Tenn
World will meet at 7 p.m.
at WOW Hall with Jean
Herndon and Linda Fain
as hostesses.

Art event changed

Kirksey program starts

Newborns and dismissals
released by local hospital

Coming community events for the area listed

VukerrYtQgn't`in":Cia":.""4'

Wed. Mar. 30th 1:00 P.M.
d6Week Session
$4.00 Per Session
)...f>
,
,
114 Wiii RatiObetkij ..=.
c_.
O• T1.41 Come Swe....
..
<=>

Second annual William
0. Presson Lecture
Series with Dr. Jerry R.
Thomas as speaker will
be at 7:30 p.m. in Mason
Hall Nursing Auditorium,
Murray State University.
Singles Class will meet
at 7 p.m. at Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ
building.
Second night of auditions for three one-act
plays for April 14-16 will
be by Comniunity
Theatre at 7 p.m. at
Playhouse in the Park.
Murray

High

Band

OFF

20°
OFF

20°
OFF

20°
OFF

20°c
OFF

A film. • Face in the Mirror.- will be shown free
at the Christian Fellowship Church. Dreffenville.
on Wednesday. March 30 This e new dramatic.
feature length film front Heartland Productions
which explores teenage depression and suicide, a
church spokesman said

Skating sessions changed
The monthly skating sessions for Robertson and
Carter Centers of Murray Elementary Schools will
be changed from Saturday. Apra 9, to Saturday..
April 16. at Roller Skating of Murray These sessions are for the benefit of the Parent-Teacher
tirganizations of the two centers

Dupuis promoted
%Valiant A. Dupuis, son Ait Clarence 11. and
Kathleen I. Dupuis. lit 8. Murray. has been promoted to a sergeant in the U S Air Force The new
non-commoisioned officer completed training in
management. in leadership. human relations and
NCO responsibilities, before being awarded this
status
G imam is an administration specialist at Wartsmith Sir Force Base. Mich . with the 379th Combat
Support iIroup His wife. Airman First Class I hsbra
Si I )upins. is the daughter of Hubert Sabelko, RI 2.
Durand. Hits He is a 1979 graduate- ogf Comstock
High Si•hool. Michigan

unciarixt

Babbles
From Bobbie
HEAD ING

DOWN THE AISLE"
The some gre01 LWe ooes into choosing the
headpiece for your wedding day as in choosing the
gown There are just as many varying styles and os
many decision', to make
Hats ore making the top of the list and ore quite
appropriate for indoor as well as outside weddings
Try several styles on and see which goes best with
your features as well as with your gown Hats ore
available in oil designs such as derby pill boa flop•
py or big brimmed and bowler style loch gown
calls for it s own particular styled hot. Blushers
and 'Human con be added for that special touch
One headpiece fashion that has become very
popular is the floral wreath This effect is pretty
with silk flowers or reol soft baby's breath or leaf
petals Colored flowers are a pretty touch 4f used
correatly llussion can be attached to the back to
form your veil
Noturollv veils are still the traditional favorite
from flat mantillas to the Juliet design each veil
hos its own beauty The length of your illussion is
dependent upon your taste your dress and the
overfill effect you want to achieve
The all lace mantilla originated in Spain and the
otr.erved custom of that day was for the groom to
present the mantilla to the bride Spanish lace was
and is today considered a beautiful work of art
When trying on headpieces keep in mind that most
ore mode to sit on the crown of your head
although comfort is very important The point siou
will want to achieve is that you want to--open up
your face in the most flattering way'
To secure your headpiece for that special day
criss-cross two strands of hair at the bock of your
head and make a pin curl Attach two bobby pins
crossing each other and fit comb of head piece to
the pins
The veil is one of the most ancient of wedding
traditions ond has always stood for youth and
virginity The fashion statement you want to make
in your wedding attire is not complete without

READING CLASS — In Janet Ward's reading clam, second grade students at
Robertson Center discover that when you follow directions you can get •
delicious nutritious result — peanut butter candy. Shown clockwise are, Mrs
Ward,Johnny Raines, Jim Karvounis, Jody Wrye and Marquette Foster

2(1%
OFF
Cowered Sbeiwiwy

•Sale Geed Titrologit

Cantor• Saturday Evening

Nwy. 641 N. & AMAIN

April, 2

Mon., Tess., Sat., 1-6
•Wed., Thars., Fri. 9-8

I

Sec 1-5

20% OFF
EVERY 1111110
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•sou
STONE
so
SALE!

20
OFF

NOT JUST A NM
INLACT10 PAANSIC MANI
ON SAILA ?NAT MAY NOT
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20% OFF ALL
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753 4541

Starting Friday, April 1,
Minnens will have the biggest
cash-raising, inventory clean-up
sale in our history.

20°X)
OFF

Minnens is vastly overstocked
with Spring, Summer, Fall and
Winter Fashions. All name brands
from Minnens regular stock

20%
6OFF

We've moved all these fashions into

OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF

FABRICS

'Tile Shan' ase'

fultlavve•
illcovareests or —
bfltlf uyteie
geistioas we weelel op
Kerber. Mune,from yew."

Mune,
7510659
.
1=,
9)000 06011-06600000000600061006

20%
OFF

20°

Film Wednesday

LUo

OFF

20°/0
OFF

Minnens
Bel Air Center Store Only
Minnens Bel Air Center will be closed Wednesday
and Thursday to prepare for this huge event
See Wednesday's ond Thursday's Ledger 'ar our sale ads

•

20%
OFF

"no
OFF
10ANN=1111==11111A.

b
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Newborn admissions and dismissals for March 24 and 25 released by the local hospital
Census at Murray Calloway County
Hospital for Thursday.
March 24. was 143 adults
and six in nursery
A newborn admission
was Baby boy Leneave,
parents, John and
Margo), Rt 2, Cadiz
Dismissals were II
follows
Jeffrey Thompson. 1677
Miller, Mrs Edna J
Merrell, A7 Fox
Meadows. Mrs Patsie
lienson, Kt 8, Benton
Joshua Paschall. Rt 2.

Puryear. Tenn • Mrs
Yolanda Bragg. Kt 1,
Puryear. Tenn Richard
Clendenen, Rt 2, Hazel:
Mots Denise Bumf:4ns, 204
Pine St.
Mrs Ginny Hulse, Rt 1;
Jerry Windsor, 520 South
Sixth St , Mrs Martha J,
Key Ht 4, 1.1) Cook.
Jr , tit I, Hazel, Mrs
Shirley Bohannon, Kt 1,
Kirksey, Mrs Margaret
Kirkland. Rt 1.
Mrs Susan Denise
Lynnville Arthur
Jewell. 1512 lienrv.

Joseph Watson, 1405
Stadium View; Mrs.
Carla Talley, Rt. 1,
Almo; Mrs. Opal McClure, 915 North 18th St.;
WtlliamH Ross, Rt. 2;
Ed G. Carmack, Como,
Tenn ; Mrs. Volena West,
Rt. 1, Sedalia, Mrs Amy
0. Barnett, Rt 1, Dexter;
Mrs Pat Paschall, 721
Poplar St., Mrs. Mary D
Riley, Rt. 2, Calvert City;
Mrs. Etha Bailey, at. 6;
John H Grogan, Rt. 1,
Hardin, Mrs. Ida E.
MsKinney, 1200011ve St.:

Herschel S. Jackson. Hospital for Friday. Joseph, Rt. 2, Fancy
Clinton; Mrs. Edith W. March 25, was IV adults Farm.
Carson, 704 Meadow and seven in nursery.
Baby girl Salter,
Lane; Mrs. Naomi FarNewborn admissions parents, Nancy and Kenris, 104 Story; Mrs. were as follows:
neth. Ftt. 2.
Elizabeth Marshall,
Baby girl Pritchett,
Dismissals were as
Hazel.
parents, Sandra and follows:
Larry,Dexter.
Mrs. Joanne Hatcher,
Baby girl Hobbs, 632 Poplar Si; Mrs. Jean
Census at MurrayCalloway County parents. Victoria and A. Trudeau, Rt. 3, Parts,

Tenn.; Mrs. Margaret J.
Garner, Rt. 2; Juan R.
McDermott, Rt. 7,
Mayfield; Daron A.
Spaight, Rt. I, Paris.
Tenn.; Dewayne E
McKnight, Rt. 2; Thomas
E. Morris, Rt. 2, Wing°,
Tracy L Carraway, Rt.
4; Joe H. Miller, Rt. I;
Mrs. Betty P. Roberson,
Rt. 5, Paris, Tenn.; Mark
D. Collins, Rt. 5; Earl R.
Crowell, HOB Walnut.
Benton; Mrs. Jennie Lou
Gibbs and baby girl, 506B
North Fifth St.;
Mrs. Therese Ann
Dickinson and baby boy,
Rt. 1, Mayfield; Mrs.
Jeanette A. Storey, 2223
Edinborough; Mrs. Hannah T. Shaw. 1103 College
Cts.; Mrs. Erma L.
Wilson. Rt. 1. Alma; Kelly Colson, Rt. 1, Hardin;
Mrs. Beatrice Broach.

Rt. 6;
Witham H. Ray, 816
North 19th St.; Mrs.
Omer A. Wade, Parts
Nursing Home, Parts.
Tenn.; Mrs. Allie Jane
Ward, Box 153. Mayfield;
John G. Taylor. Lakeland
Wesley Village, Benton;
Mrs. Bessie Sills, 503 Elm
St.; Mrs. Wilma S.
McGraw. 620 Ellis Dr.;
Mrs. Beauton V. Underwood. Rt. 6;
Mrs. Bernice B.
Morehead, 311 South 15th
St.: Mrs. Liddie P
Evans. 413 Mayfield.
Clinton; Mrs. Vernell E.
Cain. 818 Sha Wa Circle;
Truman L. Jackson, 706
Story Ave.; Mrs. Lillian
Dollie Adams, Rt. 7;
Harold M. Jackson, Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tenn.; Thomas
W. Paschall, Rt. 2, Pans,
Term

Chili recipe released
LIONS CLUB — Danny Collier, left, and Willard Ails promentad a program on
''Tbe Importance of Drug Education" at meeting of the,Murray Lions Club at
Murray Woman's Club House. Collier and Ails, local pharmsciit, were introduced by Richard Jonas,first vice president Arvin Cretan,ismidant, presided and
welcomed members and six guests from Lone Oak.

Boy's Can Wear

Order Your
Country Hams
Baked For
Easter Now!

Nuckingilarn Eau CO

Polo

Clothes Too!!

by lialPh,La(I‘ren

We have been asked time & again why we
didn't carry fine traditional clothing for boys (size 12-20
After all, we offer men & women the best in
classic clothes. So we finally did it!!
Just In Time For Easter
Blazers & Slacks By Polo, Jasen Brooks,
Oxford Shirts By Polo and Buckingham Ray Ltd.
Sportshirts& Knits By Polo & Buckingham Ray Ltd.
Ties By Polo
Jeans By Jasen Brooks, more to come.

Limit Oa Bekaa It... Order tarty

Wholesale & Retail Meat

Nuckingilani any ttil

7 a.m. 5 p.m. ilea.- Fri.
Stamps
7 s.m.-I2 p.m. Sat.
Only r erlefol lr. led Meat Market In Murray

et, vvt-wwwwwlas

By CECILY
BROWNSTONE
AP Food Editor
LIGHT SUPPER
Chili Tacos& Salad
Fruit & Cookies
The chili is handy to

'1 raditional Clothing For Men And Women
Dixieland Center

have on hand.
1 pound ground chuck
beef
2 medium onions, finely
chopped
Large clove garlic,
crushed
1-pound can kidney
beans, undrained
8-ounce can tomato
sauce
1 tablespoon or more )
hot chili powder
L. teaspoon ground
cumin
Salt to taste
Packaged tacos
Grated cheddar cheese
In a 10-inch skillet, over
moderate heat, cook beef
and onion, crumbling
with a fork until beef
loses its color. Stir in
garlic, beans, tomato
sauce, chili powder,
cumin and salt. Cover
and simmer, stirring
several times, until there
is only a small amount of
sauce — 30 minutes.
Makes about 411 cups.
Heat as many tacos as
needed and stuff with
chili mixture: sprinkle
with cheese. Serve at
,
once.
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Hours
9-9 Doily
1-6 Sunday

Olympic

Sale Ends April 9th

Jewelry-Boots-Clothing-Buckles-Belts

to' Clothes & Shoes
Starting at $5

cet
421.
Caral
I Diamond
14K(orktAdlltIng

Excluding Horse Tack Dept., Guns, Polish Dept.& Pawn Shop

$593 I (*rat
7 Dlaimond. 1 4 k
Ibtan'•(limier king

t6 Carat Total Weight
MAMMA Solitaire

.•

14k(4d Larrtses

6
1 Ct.
Rubies & Diamonds

Over I Caret
9 Mimosa
I4K Cocktail alai
Yow Now Hove A Friend Ito
The Dittotootul Ilesiottss

50
60%
to

Buy Diamonds Direct
USE 04 R INTEREST
FREE LAYAWAY PLAN
Just Moder I Carat
Olossood
I4K Bridal Set

all In stock 14K Gold

Men's & Ladles'
Diamond
WEDDING RINGS

All spetellas
All Items

MAJOR CREDIT
CARDS ACCEPTED

streOlettoss relarerd ter OtesU.
le prier sets. Certaie Memo oar s kart
U arrieles ladecate total weights,

Diamond Rings
Start At $29.44 up

Jam Vatter %Corot
Mamma Solitaire
I4K Gold Peados(

$99
50% TO60%
OFF
all In stock

14K Gold
FASHION
PENDANT'S

ZPRUcED

1

No Reasonable Price Will Be Refused. All Sales Final, No Refunds, Exchanges or
Returns Watch For Our Grand Opening At TheOld Uncle Lee's Store In Olympic
Plaza Vernon's Frontier Trading Post And Gold & Silver Custom Jewelers.
Opening To Better Serve Our Customers.
Look What's Arriving
*Western Apparel
*Pawn Shop
*Coin
Shop
*Boot & Shoe Dept.
*Antique & Glass Shop
*Shoe Repair
*Complete Jewelry Store
*Tobacco & Smoke Shop
*Leather Hobby Shop
*Jewelry Repair & Customizing
*Sale of Precious Metals
5
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SUPER
Easter .256

SALE

75c
Your Choice
Jelly Bird Eggs and
Spiced Jelly Bird Eggs-16 Ounce

RCA 13 Inch Color TV

•

3

Easter Weekend at
II
l

m •%.1.41 .01 sild• • lir

Wal-Mart

.

Pictures With The
Easter Bunny
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Friday & Saturday April 1 & 2
Friday 6:00-8:00 p.m.
Saturday 9:30-1:00 & 2-8
P.m.
Saturday
2:30 p.m.-Winners of coloring contest announced.
3:00 p.m.-Judging of
customer's best Easter Bonnet. Win $15 Gift Certificate.
4:00 p.m.-Winners of the Jelly Bean Jar Guess announced.
4:00-Bring in eggs for Egg
Decorating Contest. Age
groups includes 3-12. Winners announced at 4:30 p.m.

rAA

-s Anchor Hocking
. ..••• Microwave
_, a .
1 -::71% - .111 Oven Set
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Saute Skillet
10 Inch

4

Bausch & Lomb
Saline Solution
12 Ounce

a
•

Closed Easter Sunday

Save 5 49
with Mail-In Rebate
Clairol Instant Hairsetter
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cat's
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•
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1.94 68.

Save Up To 3 04 with Rebate
Skinni4Ainl

gave Up To 1 h ,
Shoot Elogenc•
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2 For $3
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Fingertip Towels
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Passive solar energy collectors trap active heat HOMES FOR AMERICANS
manufacturer's PermsShield windows and
gliding patio doors,for instance, are made with a
preservative-treated
wood core sash and
frame sheathed in lowmaintenance rigid vinyl,
Wood LS used because it's
a natural insulator.
The vinyl also provides
an extra measure of thermai protection as well as
low maintenance.
Double-Pane insulating
glass -- two panes of
glass with an insulating
air space between-u standard It significantly
reduces heat loss through
the glass area and
eliminates the seasonal
bother 'of installing and
cleaning separate storm
windows Triple glazing,

dow into a passive solar low winter sun penetrate
collector' With south- the glass where its heat is
facing. double-glazed or trapped inside
triple-glazed windows
Shade In Summer
that let the heat from the
Even in northernmost
climates, this free solar
heat helps reduce winter
heating costs. Awnings,
It's been nearly a kind of heat loss is to roof overhangs, or
decade since the oil em- replace such windows deciduous trees protect
bargo turned cheap with up to date versions the south-facing glass
energy into history Until Andersen's Perma-Shield against excessive heat
then, many people windows, for example. gain in summer when the
thought insulation was have double-pane in- sun is high
what you wrapped sulating glass,
Though location plays a
around electrical wiring
preservative-treated vital role in the ability of
Nowadays, especially if wood-core sash and windows to conserve
they are homeowners fac- frames sheathed in rigid energy, Andersen Coring triple-digit utility bills vinyl and factory-applied poration of Bayport,
each month, they know weatherstripping
Minn. points out that
that insulation is what
These features add up design and engineering
you put in attics, walls to windows designed to are equally important
arid floors to keep down conserve energy. DoubleMade to Last
the- cost of heating and pane insulating glass
The leading window
cooling
two panes of glass with an
Insulation is measured insulating air space bet,-terms of ft-values, ween
- is equal to
which are expressed as separate storm sash at
numbers So the higher reducing heat los through
The market for winthe B-value, the more ef- the glass area With
fective the insulation at double-pane insulating dows is opening wide with
resisting heat loss or heat glass, however, the more than 35-million-windows expected to be inKam
bother of puttmgupand
Since fuel costs began aking down separate stalled in new and existing homes this year.
to climb, insulation stan- storm sash is eliminated
dards have been upgradTnple glazing is also According to industry
ed considerably For the available on most figures, about l5rriillion
proper It-values for-your Andersen windows and will go into ne% homes
a
"Foe-ale, contact your utili- gliding patio doors Wood Another 19 million
volume equivalent to 1 25
is used in the sash and
But adequate insulation frame of Per-ma-Shield million housing starts
isn't the only way to windows because it's a will be used. in remodeling
reduce heating and cool- natural insulator. The
ing ( osts Windows, vinyl sheathing adds an
Demand Is Up
especially those uith a extra measure of thermal
Why is the demand for
single pane of glass, says protection and low
Andersen corporation of maintenance And the windows in re-modeling so
Andersen CorporaBas port. Minn , can ac- weatherstripping is at high"'
leading a:m(1o%.
tion,
a
ount for a substantial least twice as weathermanufacturer based in
amount of the heat loss in tight as industry stansays
Bayport, Minn
a borne The leading dards for allowable air inseveral reasons
the-re
are
manuf44.turer of windows filtration
the trend in bad
and gliding patio doors
Exterior doors can be economa• tunes to stay
adds that air infiltration another source of signifiput and improve, the
caused by badly worn, cant heat loss If you can
necessity to replace old
weatherstripped easily clip a quarter windows that have worn
windows also contributes under an exterior door, it
out, and the desire to
to significant heat loss
needs to be weatherstrip- upgrade windows as part
The best way to end this
of the effort to make
homes more energy efficient
Andersen points out
that today's windows are
far superior to the ones
currently in many homes
i ..... ii. 1
'
Up-to-date, quality win;
a l
(S
t
-'` ::
dows are much better at
t:1
limiting heat loss and air
. infiltration, specially
when they arc factory
engineered with energy
4.•
•
conservation in mind
The three major
.
.401b.ig
When is a window more
than a window' When it's
a passive solar energy
collector
How do you turn a win-

Insulation lowers utility bills

now available in
Anderson gliding patio
doors and most windows,
is recorzunmNied in areas
that experience unusually cold winters.
A weathertight fit also
affects the energy dBciency of windows.
Twice as Snug
Perrna-Shield windows
and gliding patio doors
have factory-applied
weatherstripping that is
at least twice as weathertight as accepted industry standards for
allowable air Infiltration.
For more information
on the complete line of
Andersen windows and
gliding patio doors, write
to the Andersen Corporation, Bayport. Minn
MOM

elements in a well-made
insulating window are a
sash and frame of wood
a natural insulator
or vinyl-sheathed wood,
which provides an extra
thermal bamer and low
maintenance; double or
triple plane insulating
glass, and tight, factor)applied weatherstripping The wood and vinyl
ac t together to
significantly reduce conducted heat loss through
the sash and frame.
Double Dividend
Double-pane insulating
glass-two panes of glass
with an insulating air
space between-is the
equal of separate storm
sash at reducing heat loss
through the glass area.
With double-pane insulating glass however,
the seasonal chores of
putting up and taking

Since most homes use
more energy for heating
than anything else, a
house that isn't well insulated wastes energy.
The way to trim excessive beat loss in, a
home is by having insulation everywhere heat can
be lost. epecially in attics, floors, walls

Plan No. 2002
$39900

0

C.)

Murray Lumber Co.

.01

104 Maple
753-3161
Murray, Kentucky 42071

4-4

Get the most
for your
money!

18 MONTHS
MONEY MARKET
VARIABLE CEILING
CHECKING
CERTIFICATES
ACCOUNT
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$HOE Miele=
hie effective Ibis April 46
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SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
Murray Branch
1201 Main SI.
759-1630
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sash are eliminated.
Triple-glazing, which
THIS RAMBLING ranch-style home features an in-line livreduces heat loss even
ing and dining room combination, three bedrooms and a
more, is available in most
family room with fireplace in its 2.325-square-foot living
Andersen windows and
area. For more information on Plan HA1155A write —
gliding patio doors.
enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope — to architect
Weatherstripping
Counts
Jerold Axelrod, 275 Broadhollow Road, Melville, NY, 11746.
Weatherstripping is
another important element in an energy conserving window. Andersen's
factory -applied
weatherstripping, for example, is at least twice as
Think Replacement
tight as industry stenShopping for a new determine what it costs
If the windows are old,
dards for allowable aig in- house? Whether new or the present owner to heat
filtration
older, look for one that and cool his ome. Try to loose-fitting and singleWhen you consider the saves energy since the get utility bills for at least glazgl, consider replacamount of money that cost of utilities for most three years and figure the ing them. Andersen
could be saved each year homeowners is the next average cost. This should Perma-Shield windows
in lower heating and cool- highest monthly expense eliminate discepancies and gliding patio doors,
ing costs, it's easy to see after the mortgage pay- caused by any unusually for example, have
double-pane insulating
warm or cold seasons.
why so many ment.
When assessing utility glass — two panes with
homeowners include new
Determine Costs
windows in their
Energy experts advise costs, keep in mind the an insulating air space
remodeling plans.
prospective buyers to lifestyle of the present between — and factoryowners. How many peo- applied weatherstrippple live in the house? A ing. Most are also
working couple, for ex- available with triple glazample, may not be home ing. The insulating glass
for as long as ten hours a sharply reduces heat loss
day, which means the and heat gain through the
and.. windows.
•Do not block radiators thermostat will probably glass while the
In Windows, says or warm air outlets with be turned down while no weatherstripping trims
air infiltration.
Andersen Corporation of furniture or draperies one is home.
This could mean a
Go up in the attic with a
Bayport. Minn., this and keep the outlets free
heating or cooling bill at flashlight to check the inmeans double-pane or of dust and dirt.
triple-pane insulating
*Keep doors to the out- last ten pecent less than sulation. It should be
glass and tight side closed as much as what it would be for a higher than the floor
weatherstripping. Its possible and close off and family with young joists. If not, it will have
Perma-Shield windows do not heat unused children or a retired cou- to be brought up to curple who are home most of rent standards. In the
and gliding patio doors-in MOMS.
which double-pane in- *Have the heating system the time. Larger families basement, look for insulasulating glass is checked annually to also use more hot water, tion on the ceiling that
standard-significantly make sure it operates ef- which means higher than separates it from the livaverage utility bills.
ing areas above. See if
trim heat loss through the ficiently.
Once you've determin- the water heater is warm
glass area. And factory*Consider an automatic
applied weatherstripping setback thermostat to ed what the current to the touch, which insharply limits heat robb- raise and lower the energy costs are, it's time dicates it may be losing
ing air infiltration.
temperature at specific to look for ways to lower heat and needs insulaHeating Tips
times; no higher than 68 those costs. Andersen tion. See if water pipes
To get even more out of degrees, for example, Corporation, a leading are insulated where they
your heating dollars, and down to 60 degrees at manufacturer of windows pass through unheated
Andersen offers the night or when no one is at and gliding patio doors, areas.
Check Shape
suggests you light a canfollowing suggestions:
home.
Outdoors, check the
*On sunny days in
•Close the damper dle and move it around
winter, open blinds and whenever a fireplace is the frames of doors and shape of the house. Those
draperies on south-lacing not in use and consider windows. If the candle that stray from a recwindows to capture the glass fireplace doors to flickers, air infiltration is tangular shape usually
sun's heat. At night, or cm prevent heat from being present. Doors and win- require more energy to
cloudy days, close the drawn up the chimney dows can be caulked and heat and cool. Look for
blinds and draperies to when a fire is burning weatherstripped to fencing or landscaping
reduce air infiltration.
designed to shield the
reduce heat loss.
Low,
house from prevailing
winds.
Though difficult to
For alt your 1,ovel Reset votions Coll
generalize about the costs
FRENCHe I
of improvements designWALLPAPER
ed to conserve energy,
IN STOCK
one way to get a better
picture is to have a pro1111111AM I
fessional conduct an
WW WIPES
energy audit. Some
3594 Lone
utilities conduct an audit
free. Others charge a
Oak Road
American and Witernationai Traveltente
nominal fee. It's well
Paducah
worth it because you get a
9-6 Mon.-Sat.
report that lists the costs
of various energy saving
measures, the estimated
energy savings for each
and how long it will take
for the investment in
energy conservation to
pay for-itself
For more information
on the complete line of
Andersen windows and
gliding patio doors, write
the Andersen Corporation, Bayport, Minn.
56003.

Affordable homes are those that
help to conserve energy costs
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Insulation reduces heat loss
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Window market opens up

2002
LOW Patio Deck
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Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880

WESTWOOD
APTS.

SYMSONIA, KENTUCKY
RECENTLY COMPLETED
1 Bedroom For Applicants
0 yrs. and older or handicapped

If you move in by April 30* and sign a 1 year
lease, yes will receive $100 toward moving
expenses. Amenities included, refrigerator,
1111100.cert.
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HEALTH

Man with more than 100 wives sentenced for bigamy

PHOENIX, Ariz AP
- One victim of a man
who admitted marrying
more
than 100 women
Lawr•nc• E. Lamb,M.D.
says his 34-year prison
—15UW DR LAMB
non-steroidal chemical sentence for fraud and
have some questions about compounds Sex hormones
the menopause I'm 43 years and adrenal hormones are bigamy is fair punishold and have been going steroids Fertility pills act ment for "devastating a
through this for 13 years
as an anti-estrogen chemi human being "
Giovanni Vighotto, a
At age 341 I began missing cal This in effect causes the
periods and having hot brain to stimulate the pitu- traveling flea-market
flashes and arthritis in my itary gland to release trader, was sentenced
legs real bad By missing increased amounts of the Monday to a maximum 21
periods I mean nine months hormone that stimulates years for fraud and six
at a time and I wasn't preg- development of ova (follicle years for bigamy, plus a
nant
stimulating hormone. FSH) $336,000 fine
The doctor I was seeing and the hormone that stimuPatricia Gardiner, one
said I was too young to be lates the development of the
going through the meno- corpus luteum (lutenuang of 106 women ‘'ighotto
admitted marrying and
pause so be just gave me hormone. LH)
tranquilizers and ButazoliThe FSH and LH hor- whose testimony helped
dine for the arthritis The mones stimulate the ovaries, convict him, was awardarthritis became so bad I causingmore ova to be ed $42,739 of the fine as
couldn't sleep without crying formed and released In that restitution
out in pain
way some multiple births "I hate him," she said
Then I saw a gynecologist °CCU(
after Vighotto's sentencwho did some hormone tests
There is no evidence that ing. which she watched
and said I was well into my
change He put me on this causes any abnormal "It was so unnecessary to
stimulation devastate a human being
hormones I have rarely births But the
cause ovarian cysts and
like that."
needed a doctor since But can
sometimes cause the
when I ask my doctor how may
Vighotto, 53, complainmother to have gastric
long I'll be going through the
ed
in a 20-minute speech
upsets. skin rashes and visuchange he never answers
complaints, all of which before sentencing that he
al
I still have hot flashes
was the victim of a
very bad, especially at night stop when the medication is
stopped
travesty of
"shocking
I sleep in a room at 60
justice.
degrees with no covers and
Your perverted sense
sweat pours off my body
of morality and hang 'ern
How long will this continue'
ELKTON. Ky.. 1AP)
precludes
high justice
Must I take medicine the
Todd County officials any hope of even minimal
rest of my life'
You have decided they will not reasoning," Vighotto told
DEAR READER
obviously have an unusual challenge the closing of Superior Court Judge
case The menopause has the county jail by the Rufus(' Coulter
been known to occur in state Corrections DepartVighotto said he exwomen, spontaneously. as ment.
a maximuni
pected
early as age 25 But neither
The jail, which is more sentence and asked:
your doctor nor I has any
way of being sure when your than 100 years old, was "Why do you hate me so"
symptoms will end Alter closed last week follow- What have I possibly
all, you are only 43 and you ing an inspection that done to incur your
showed it was in violation hatred' Why do you want
are still having symptoms
The important question is of state fire, health, safe- to destroy me"what to do to make you ty and security regulaCoulter said he "would
more comfortable Estro- tions.
gens are usually very specifCounty Judge.
ic in controlling hot flashes
Executive Cecil S
and sweating Since you are
taking these and your doctor Mallory Jr. said he and
NEWPORT, Ky. (API
is probably giving you as other county officials,
Campbell County
decided
Friday
to
seek
much as he thinks is appropriate, you might think of public comment on Sheriff Bernie Sandfoss,
other medicines.
whether the facility 62, was listed in serious
Take my column to him if should be renovated or condition at St. Luke
you wish and ask if he would replaced, rather than ap- Hospital.
like to try putting you on peal the closing.
The sheriff was admitInderal in addition to your
Saturday night comted
The special meeting
present medicines. Some
plaining of chest pains.
has
been
scheduled
for
doctors think it helix control
Sandfoss was elected in
sweating episodes It neu- April 12.
Most of Todd County's 1981 after serving as
tralizes the adrenaline
effect, adrenaline release is prisoners have been hous- sheriff in 1973-77. He is a
sometimes related to hot ed at the Logan County former director of the
flashes and sweating.
jail at Russellville since Newport Public Works
Your arthritis is not relat- last
Department.
summer.
ed to the menopause But if
you have rheumatoid
arthritis, which may be the
case considering your young
age at onset, that can be a
factor in your sweating
I'm sending you The
Health Letter 5-12, Menopause, for general information on what it is and what to
expect. Others who want this
issue can send 75 cents with
a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it to
me. in care of this newspaper. PO Box 1551. Radio
City Station. New York. NY
10019
arr,o(f
DEAR DR. LAMB - Are
59
tetra
Wild
there any hazards to the
future child or to the parent
,
I.•• 111•1,11$
04,4. O.EN On,
when the mother takes a fertility drug' Are these drugs
99 Spe-ELO: Fo. Kids
hormones'
DEAR READER
The
commonly used fertility
lirdnr‘dov IIAM 10PM
medicines, such as Clomid,
are not hormones They are

A long menopause

Jail stays closed

Sheriff treated

not dignify- ‘Igliotto's
-Societ needs to be unum amount of tune
attack with a response.
protected from this in- Coulter said in pronouncMs Gardiner. a real dividual for the max- ing sentence
estate saleswoman,
testified she met V ig'lotto
in November 1981 and
agreed to marry him
when he held her hand
and told her she was
warm and lovable
"I liked him because he
Just kept looking right into my face and right into
my eyes .. I liked that
honest trait of just looking into your eyes," she
testified in the five-week
trial
But she said Vighotto
disappeared three weeks
later with most of her
12 Year and nder
belongings and $11,000
cash from the sale of her
home.
Joan Bacardi* 45, of
Manalapan, N J ,
testified she met Vighotto
in February 1981 and that
he left her and her three
children stranded in a
Florida motel.
"I realized I had been
victimized and my prince
had turned Into a frog,"
Regular E3:•; ";1)
Mrs Itacarella testified
sPF4 RI
Sharon Clark testified
V ighotto bilked her out of
336,500 Cii cash and property and vanished about
$125°
three weeks after they
were married in June
1981
"From the day 1 met
the man, I never had any
money. He had all the
money, but I trusted
him." said Ms. Clark. of
PRI1111.• it 11 .1 HE s/111‘4 N
Ray, Mich.
Prosecutor David
Stoller asked Coulter for
a maximum sentence,
listing a dozen reasons
They included Vigliotto's
alleged failure to
demonstrate remorse.
the "devastation- he
brought to Ms Gardiner.
and Vighotto's conviction
on three previous
felonies

The judge agreed to a .1
s•es ChM` to argue that cx
post-sentence hearing cessi% e pre-trial publicit
April 14 to allow the warrants a new trial
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Fresno State uses defense
to teach Deacons a lesson
Anderson was the
game's high scorer with
24 points, while Thompson added 73 for Fresno
State, which won its Ilth
game in its last 12 and improved its record to 2410.Delaney Rudd scored
16 points and Anthony
Teachey contributed 14
going
our defense was for Wake Forest, which
closed out its season at 20too tough "
The Bulldogs, actually 12
finished the regular colDePaul's victory
lege basketball season wasn't as easy in this 46th
ranked No I in the nation NIT The Blue Demons
in defense
had to come back after
Fresno State virtually blowing a 15-point lead
settled Monday night's and finally broke away in
opener with a 38-24 the last six minutes
halftime lead The behind Tyrone Corbin's
Bulldogs then delivered cool foul shooting and key
the knockout blow at the baskets
start of the second half by
"Credit Nebraska with
outscoring the Deacons
13-4 during a stretch that trying to force us out of
gave the Bulldogs a 59-36 our patterns," said
lead with 11 30 left in the DePaul Coach Ray
Meyer "Nebraska is betgame
With a host of their red- ter defensively than I
clad fans from California thought But we did what
rooting them on, the we had to do when it was
Bulldogs led by as many necessary"
DePaul, 21-11, broke
as 28 points twice before
the one-sided contest was away from an early tie
with 15 straight points
over

NEW YORK (AP)
'I he Wake Forest Demon
(*aeons found out a little
about defense in the Natoatal Invitation Tourruinot theirs,
merit
E resno State's
Ni Atlantic Coast
( orderen( e team played
&cense like this," said
.
1.
1 Ate Forest Coach Carl
"kw!, after his team was
smothered, by the
tnifW461 in the NIT
Bulldogs
semi() s Monday night
It6....Arprisingly easy
..;, tory for Fresno State
,,. er the Deacons sent the
fit,1Idogs into the finals of
the nation's oldest janstscason basketball tournament ItVednesday night
against DEPaul, a 68-58
inner over Nebraska in
%tondo night's other
,emit i II a 1 game at
Madison Square Garden
Bon Anderson and Bernard 'I hompson each
orid 10 points in the
first half to help Fresno
\tate pull out to a 14-point
:rail at intermission and
th• Bulldogs breezed
home from there over a
seemingly stunned Wake
E "rest team
I don't think we quit."
said 1 a( !,
We just
11111 ,'nitrate Once
'fidn't
we got behind it got out
of band Their pressure
hurt us
we just didn't
IOW eflt rate OH Offen:4V
In a-very aspect of the
,)ritest. the game plan
inked to perfection for
the team fraim the Pacific
ii.ast Athletii As_socia-

LOUISVILLE:, Ky
AP) Louisville senior
forward Rodney McCray
will be making his third
trip to the Final Four on
Saturday, and not many
players have done that
since the UCLA teams of
the mid 1970s
"I'm just glad to be one
of those ballplayers who
has done it," McCray
said.
His brother Scooter,
also a senior, said the
Cardinals' success of the
past two seasons might
be a bit misleading for

Our plan was to get a
tog lead in the first five
minutes, then make them
Wake Forest play from
twhind," Anderson said
offensively, Wake
.4 est was being denied
the ball and couldn't get

I 1111S •.
1 •1. •••41.. 110.

two of the team's
sophomores, Milt Wagner
and Manuel Forrest, who
has been sidelined since
December with a leg injury
"Milt and Manuel are
going to be spoiled.
They're going to think we
do this every year,"
Scooter McCray said.
When Louisville won
the national crown three
years ago, the Cardinals
were known as the "Doctors of Dunk." On Saturday, they will be going
against a Houston team

,., iSts.

•, •

•••

WAL.MART
3.1

Easter
Sale
' 14

Gilds Dress Sandal
..• .• •
•.
•'

•"

AWARD WINNERS — Murray High honored its 19112-83 basketball teams Monday night with an awards
banquet at the school cafeteria. Receiving awards for their contributions to the Lady Tigers this season were
(seated, from left) Donna Ftousse, Most Valuable Player, Amidst Award, All Jackson Purchase Player, cocaptain; Monica Greene, Best Free Throw Percentage, Best Field Goal Percentage, Best Rebounder, All
Jackson Purchase, co-captain; Lori Schanbacher, co-captain; and receiving awards for t1 Tigers were
(standing, from left I Roger Dunn, Free Throw Award; Tommy Wagner, Campbellsville All-Tournament
Player; David McCuiston, Assist Award; Jim West, Team Captain, Best Field Goal Percentage,co-Best Rebounder, All Purchase Player, Campbellsville All Tournament Player, single-game scoring record (48
points); Al Wells, alternate captain,co-Beet Rebounder; Jon Billington,Senior Spirit Award.

Trip to Final Four nothing new to McCroy Tigers release

non

•1•01

midway through the first
half to lead 234 before the
Huskers of the Big Eight
Conference stormed back
to close within 31-29
behind the shooting of
Claude Renfro, who
scored 11 of his 13 points
In the first half.
DePaul's lead at the
half was 36-31, and
Nebraska eventually
came back to tie it at 5252 late in the second half
with a one-man performance by Dave Hoppen, who scored II
straight points for
Nebraska at one stage
But, with DePaul
leading 5644 with 6:15 in
the game, the Blue
Demons used the free
throw line to salt the
game away Corbin hit
three foul shots and a
basket in a 12-2 run that
put the Blue Demons up
66-56 with 30 seconds remaining.Corbiri finished
with 15 points and a
game-leading 16 rebounds.
Hoppen finished with a
team-leading 15 points for
Nebraska, 22-10.
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known as "Phi Mama
hifT111" because of its
dunking ability
The Cardinals, though,
showed they could dunk
with the best of them
when they slammed in
three baskets in overtime
against Kentucky.
"Dunks," said Scooter
McCray, "are an example of our creativity.
Plus, we wanted to show
people we were still the
Doctors of Dunk "
University of Louisville
basketball coach Denny
Crum acknowledges that
upcoming NCAA opponent Houston looks tough,
but "we aren't exactly
chopped liver."
"Houston looked awfully good," Crum said after
watching the top-ranked
Cougars demolish
Villanova 89-71 in Sunday's NCAA Midwest
Region finals.
"I'm looking forward to
playing them," he said.

"They've won 25 games
in a row and will probably
be a slight favorite, but I
like that."
Saturday's game between Houston and
Louisville in the NCAA
semifinals at Albuquerque, New Mexico, will
feature No. 1 against No.
2, respectively. Georgia
and North Carolina State
are paired in the other
game.
Louisville has won 16
consecutive games and
will take a 32-3 into the
championship round. The
trip will be the second
straight for the Cardinals, who won the national crown in 1980, and
the fifth under Crum,
has been at Louisvill
12 years.
Louisville won all of its
games in the Metro Conference regular season
and tournament. So far in
the NCAA tournament it
has defeated Tennessee,

Arkansas and Kentucky.
In those last two games,
the Cardinals roared
from behind, including
running off 14 straight
points in overtime
against Kentucky to capture an 80-68 decision.
"I'll be honest with you,
I didn't think this team
would be this good,"
Crum said. "I was hoping
that maybe we would win
20 games and be playing
well when the NCAA tournament started."
Crum pointed out that
had it not been for a 50foot shot at the buzzer by
Arkansas' U.S. Reed in
the 1981 NCAA tournament, the Cardinals
would be making their
fourth straight trip to the
Final Four.
"You have to have
some kind of luck in the
NCAA tournament,"
Crum said. "At least you
don't need any bad luck."

An AP Sports Analysis
By ED SCHUYLER JR.
AP Sports Writer
— SCRANTON, Pa (AP)
As a fight, it was
forgettable. But a lot of
people will remember
Larry Holmes' World
B oxing Council
heavyweight title defense
against Lucien
Rodriguez.
"He never forgot where
he came from, and this
town will never ever
forget him," said James
B. McNulty, the roly-poly
mayor of this one-time
hard-coal capital of
88,000.
A crowd of 6,800 people,
including members of a
drum and bugle corps,
who showed up with
drums and no bugles — a
little drum music goes a
long way — turned out to
see Holmes defend his ti-

tie in the town where he
first fought professionally for 863 10 years ago.
They knew he had kept a
promise to fight here as
champion.
They chanted his name
and gave him a rousing
ovation when he entered
the ring at the musty
Watres Armory. And in
the later rounds some of
them booed, perhaps
disappointed that their
hero could not knock out
Rodriguez and had to settle for a one-sided
unanimous decision.
Before the fight,
Holmes, who is scheduled
to make his 15th title
defense against Tim
Witherspoon May 20, probably at Las Vegas, said
he was in 95 percent condition for the challenge
by the European champion from France. After

the fight, he put his performance at 65 percent.
• • • .
Lucien Rodriguez won't
forget Larry Holmes'
Scranton Homecoming.
After all, how many gasmeter readers can say
they lasted distance with
the heavyweight champion/
At the final bell, the 31year-old Rodriguez raised his arms in the traditional winner's salute and
got kissed by his trainer.
Of course, Rodriguez
fought to last 10 rounds,
attempting little offensively, continually moving his head and moving
away from Holmes.
Said George Kanter,
Rodigues's American
reprsentalve: "Frankly,
after the fourth round
when Rodriguez knew he
couldn't win, that's all we
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were trying to do.
Everyone said he would
be knocked out, so this is
like a moral victory."
That moral victory
should lead to some good
paydays for Rodriguez in
Europe.
• • •
Promoter Don King
won't forget the fight,
either.
The flamboyant promoter did not promote,
but he attended and sat
quietly, for him, at
ringside.
King, who promoted
Holmes' title victory over
Ken Norton in 1978 and
his first 13 defenses,
didn't want Holmes to
fight here because of the
May 28 bout against
Witherspoon. which King
Is handling.
"You want to do it?"
Holmes. who lives $S

miles south in Easton,
Pa., recalled asking King
about the Rodrigliez
fight.
"Maybe, we'll do it
later," said King.
"OK,I'll do it myself."
King did cooperate, obtaining WBC sanction for
the bout. Moral: if a promoter has an unbeaten
heavyweight champion
who is at retirement age,
he backs off ... at least
once in awhile.

Briefly
NEW YORK (AP) —
Jeff Roland, who led the
Washington Bullets to
four victories last week,
was named the National
Basketball Association's
Player of the Week.
Ruland averaged 24 8
pots*. 121 rebounds
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Murray High has released its 1983 baseball
schedule which officially was scheduled to begin
Monday.
However, Mother Nature decided to postpone the
Tigers' opener with crosstown and district rival
Calloway County and Murray will have to wait until
Thursday before throwing out the season's first
ball.
Calloway, already 0-2, was slated to play district
foe Marshall County today at 4 p.m at the old city
park field. A complete CCHS schedule will appear
in Wednesday's sports section.
The Tigers, coached by Cary Miller, post an allApril schedule with 18 dates arranged, not including
Monday's rainout.
Eight doubleheaders dot the Tiger schedule and a
spring break trip to Florida will highlight the early
MHS lineup.
Thursday the Tigers start their year against a
visiting Reidland club at the Ty Holland Stadium
diamond. The game is set to begin at 4 p.m.
Monday the Tigers will Win Vernon, Fla., for a
doubleheader before proceeding to Panama City
lApril Si to play Crawford Mosley. Then it's on to
Niceville ( April 6) and Ft. Walton (April 7), Fla.,
for the remainder of the spring break schedule.

Forgettable bout may help Rodriguez image
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SPRING TRAINING —
After a delay from last
Saturday, Murray State
finally began its spring football training. Monday at Roy
Stewart Stadium. The team
will practice today, Wednesday, Friday, Saturday and
next Tuesday before starting a regular Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
schedule with Saturday
scrimmages. Opening day
drills concentrated on football fundamentals —
(above) running,(top right)
blocking and (right) tackling.
Photos by Jim Rector
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Broncos'coaching reunion ends in Denver victory
DENVER ( AP) — It
was a reunion of sorts, a
meeting of two former
Denver Broncos head
coaches — the only two
winning coaches in the
history of that National
Football League franchise — both of whom
were unceremoniously
fired in spite of their good
deeds.

Denver Gold beat
Ralston's Oakland Invaders 22-12 in United
States Football League
action.
In a bitterly contested
game played before
38,720 fans under rainy
skies, the teams combined for 22 penalties worth
207 yards, including six
personal fouls and an
unsportsmanlike conduct
John Ralston and Red infraction.
Miller are long-time
Oakland got the worst
friends, as you'd expect of it, being assessed 13
of veteran coaches who penalties for 207 yards,
share a common ex- mostly tn the first three
perience. But there clear- quarters to help Denver
ly was no love lost bet- roll to a 22-0 lead.
ween their teams Monday Although Denver nearly
night when Miller's equalled Oakland's

S

chedule ••• (Continued from Pg.10)

Murray High School Baseball Schedule
1983
April 1 Reidland
April 4 Vernon, Fl.( )
A
April 5 Crawford Mosley
A
(Panama City )
April 6 Niceville, Fl.
A
April 7 Ft. Walton, Fl.
A
April 11 Trigg Co.(2)
April 12 Marshall Co.
Henry Co.
April 13 Open
April 14 Open
April 15 St. Mary (2)
April 16 Dietitian Co. 12>
A
April 18 Tilghman
April 19 Open
Calloway Co.
April
April 21 Marshall Co.
A
A
APril n Tilghman
April 23 Henderson Co.(2)
M.S.0
April 25 Crittenden Co.(2)
April 311 Henry Co
Apr1127 Mayfield
APriin Open
April 29 Webster Co
Davies" Co

A

400
100
11:00
1:00
1:00
4:00
4:00
7:00

5:00
1:00
4:CO
4:00
4:00
4:00
1.00
4.30
4:00
630

5.00
700
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penalty figures, the bulk
of the Gold's infractions
occurred in the final
quarter when the victory
already appeared secure
"I just don't know why
we tend to show this kind
of performance penaltywise," said Ralston. One possible reason for
the intensity on both sides
was the importance of the
game. In winning, the
Gold sent the four-team
Pacific Division into a
deadlock. All four teams
Denver, Oakland, LOS
Angeles and Arizona
now have 2-2 records.
"It was a big game for
us because we could have
gone one-up," said
Ralston. "Now we are all
2-2 and you can be sure
nobody will dominate this
"This win puts us back
in the race," said Miller,
whose club started the
year at 0-2. "I think

things are coming along
for us. We keep progresing each week."
Miller was particularly
impressed with his
team's opening drive
Pounding off the right
side, running back Harry
Sydney carried the first
four plays for a total of 38
yards, helping set up Ken
Johnson's 10-yard
touchdown pass to Bob
Ninolek_ Denver then
faked the extra-point
kick, with holder Jeff
Knapple passing to Larry
Canada for the two-point
conversion and an 8-0
lead.
-They got the jump on
us and that two points
loomed big," said
Ralston.
Denver scored on its
next possession, too, marching 80 yards. Sydney,
who was to finish with 8.3
yards rushing, ran 18
yards with a pitchout to

highlight ti. IiIN, and
Johnson pa,sod 3 ants to
Wide

reet'll
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for the 1'1)
In the third period .
Denver put t,iyether
another lonv, liie.
helped by offside, holding
and personal fool infra'
Bons
rtaklath1
SyrIno scorr,l from 1
yard oot with II v left in
the gam,.
I ak land rallied for
pair of fourth-quarter
scores Fred Hes.'MS
passed 8 yards to running
hack Arthur Whittingtori.
then found tight end Itcmond Chester in
yard st oring strike The
Invader,. threa
once
more.- but that dm e ended on downs at the
Denver . -yard line with
53 seconds left
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Get Your Tickets Today!!

We'll
overlook
your first
accident
When you qualify as a preferred risk for
State Auto Companies special Medalist Auto
Policy, your rates wont go up with your first
accident
Unlike similar policies that require three years
01 policy ownership the Medalist allows this
exemption immediately
The Medalist recognizes the older, safer
driver with substantial rate reductions and
broader coverage Rate reductions begin as
early as age 25 and are particulaily attractive
for the 45 to 64 year old
It you have a safe driving record, see just
how low your car insurance premium can b.
with the Medalist Auto Policy from State
Auto Insurance Companies
Call us about this car insurance break
through for sate drivers

PURDOM &
THURMAN
INSURANCE
407 Maple
753-4451

Benefit Dinner Auction For The Calloway County High School
Chamber Singers' Trip To Vienna, Austria.
Advanced Tickets $7.50 On Sale At Peoples Bank, Bank of Murray,
Motor Parts and Bearings or from any Chamber Singer Booster.
No tickets will be sold at the door.
Saturday, April 2 at University
Center Ballroom at Murray State
6:00-7:00 p.m. Social Hour and silent bid. Time to view items and make
written bids on certain items.
7:00-8:00 p.m. Dinner 8:00-8:30 Chamber Singer Performance
8:30 Auction-Dan Miller, Auctioneer
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Population growth in rural areas to continue;industry may feel effects
WASHINGTON (API —
He also predicted that
Rural areas are losing the population losses
the cost advantages that plaguing older cities will
attracted industry from continue, with the decline
the cities in the 1970s, a likely to spread to nearby
Census Bureau expert suburbs
says.
Emigration like that
It's a trend that could from Northeastern and
hurt competition with Midwestern central city
foreign manufacturers, areas could be experiencsaid Larry H Long of the ed in some of the inner
bureau's Center for cities of the South and
Demographic Studies
West, he added

Lang said be considers
it likely that population
growth will continue in
rural areas and in
smaller metropolitan
areas
His predictions were
made in the study
"Population Redistribution in the U.S.: Issues for
the 1910s." published by
the Population Reference
Bureau, a private
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SAN DIEGO lAP, — A
former booking clerk,
convicted of stealing
money from three inmates at the federal
Metropolitan Correctional Center, is vowing
to go on a hunger strike to
protest what she calls her
"wrongful" conviction.
Lenore Juanita Barnes.
in a letter to U.S District
Judge William Enright,
says she will continue her
fast until the judge orders
her release or changes
the verdict.
Enright is scheduled to
sentence the 39-year-old
Barnes after a 90-day
diagnostic study is coin-
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BEATTYVILLE, Ky.
I AP — A police chase
that ended with the
deaths of three people has
• led to the filing of a H.5
million lawsuit against
the city of Beattyville,
Police Chief Vernon
Spencer and two others.
The suit was filed Friday in Lee Circuit Court
for the estates of Russell
Pence, 59; his wife,
Priscilla Pence, 52, and
their son, Mike Pence, 17.
Also named as defendants were Tony Stepp
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also received a copy of
Barnes' letter, and
reported today that officials in Lexington would
not "confirm or deny"
In her letter to Enright, whether the prisoner
was
Barnes wrote she would on a hunger strike.
begin her "protest fast"
on arrival at Lexington
Barnes surrendered
She wrote the judge, herself for the presenten"You are now responsible cing study on Sunday.
for me."
Barnes was convicted
Enright confirmed of stealing $754 from
Monday that he received three undocumented
a copy of the letter, say- aliens that she booked ining he had passed on to the Metropolitan Corcopies to the warden at rectional Center last
Lexington and to the at- summer
torneys involved in the
She was found guilty by
case.
a jury in her second trial
The San Diego Union after a first trial ended
pleted on the defendant at
the Federal Correctional
Institution in Lexington,
Ky.

and Melvin Lee South, the
driver and owner, respectively, of a black Camaro
that police were chasing
on March 6.
Police reports said
Stepp was driving as fast
as 110 mph to elude two
Beattyville police
cruisers when the
Camaro crossed the
center line on Ky. 52 and
collided head-on with the
Pences' pickup truck.
Eight others were injured in the crash, including Spencer.
0.114.•
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with a jury deadlock.
In the letter, Barnes
says in part, "1. upon
oath, swore that I took no
money from anyone and I
will stand by that sworn
oath, I do not steal or lie
because I answer to
God."

in an interivew.
He said likely future
population losses in
suburbs will occur
because those areas
developed as the postWorld War II baby boom
spurred families into new
houses. When those
children leave home, the
suburbs lose population.
leaving behind empty
schools and aging
parents.
A major issue during
the 1900s will be prevenlion of decay in the
suburbs like that in many
center cities following
population losses. Long
commented.

Your lftdividual
Horoscope

When Enright ordered
the diagnostic study
March 14, Assistant U.S.
Attorney Judith Hayes,
who prosecuted the case,
questioned whether any
Frances Drake
benefits would result.
WEDNESDAY,
FOR
Hayes said she doesn't
MARCH 30,1913
feel Barnes will ever be
able to admit to herself What Wad of day will tomorthat she took the money. row be? To find sat what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth alga. 's

A Lee County grand been jailed March 5 on ARIES
jury has been in- charges of public into:- Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) VA
vestigating the accident. 'cation and were released Seek advice about a finanNo charges have been fil- a few hours before the cial problem. You'll obtain a
ed against Stepp. South or crash.
fresh perspective. Originality
Jerry Snoen, who was a Beattyville City At- of thought leads to acpassenger in the Camaro, torney B.A. Short declin- comPlahrnent.
The three men had ed comment on the suit. TAURUS
t Apr. 20 to May 201 1:54W.
You have a daring new plan,
but should keep it under wraps
NEWPORT, Ky. AP Eastern Kentucky fm. the moment. Assist loved
-- Mayor Irene Deaton University School of Law (mrs and finish pending
has sworn in six new Enforcement, at Rich-,
assIgrirrie
L„,,fits'
police officers.
mond, according
toJune 20)
Police Chief David B 1 May 21
A romantic interest surThey will attend the Williams.
prises you in a pleasant way.
A heavy work load keeps you
busy. Self-discipline is the key
to success now.
CANCER
( June 21 toJuly 22) 00
Investigate new career options. Responsibilities mount
in connection with children. A
love from the past may contact you.
LEO
By Abigail Van Buren
(July 23 to Aug. n) 444
Romance is thrilling and
unexpected. Creative types
feel inn:aced. A home matter
needs to be handled now; don't
put things off.
DEAN ABBY My doctor, who is also a surgeon, tells me VIRGO
I need an operation for gallstones I've had gallbladder
(Aug.Z3 toSept. 22)
troubles off and on for many years, but I hate to have
You'll mike some changes
surgery at my age ti am 71 /
around home base. Avoid a
You always say, -Get a second opinion," but I have had
tendency to worry too much
the same doctor for many years and don't know any other
about love or work. Catch uF
So where do I go for a second opinion' I like my doctor
on correspondence.
and don't want to get him mad at me Thanks for any
help you can give me
LIBRA
'non
NEEDING ANSWERS (Sept. 23 to Oct.72 —
Find ways to economize. A
DEAR NEEDING: Getting • second opinion is • loved one stimulates you mencommon practice that most doctors encourage, so tally. You experiment with
don't be afraid to tell your doctor you want one.
changes in life style or ap-

Six police officers sworn in

Reader Fears Second Opinion
Will Cut Doctor to the Quick

To And another specialist in your area, ask your
doctor, or call the government's Second Surgical =ge
t)
Opinion Hotline. The toll-free number is I-800-635- (Oct.23 to Nov. 21) nt'eltF
8833. In Maryland, call I-800-492-8803.
Do further work on a
If you do decide to go ahead with the operation, research project.
An unusual
you will be asked to sign •statement giving consent
money-making opportwaity

DON'T

I

for the operation. It's important to discuss all your
concerns about your condition and the operation
with your surgeon before you sign anything. Don't
hesitate to ask these questions:
I. What are the chances of survival u.,dthoirt the

f

1.0%101 I &ea•S'Intkaa.

01-1,NO,NOT
THAT M4.lC1-4

Wk-1E RE'6
or TO F

late 1971B."
"Surely some kind of
equilibriuni is readied as
rural wages start to catch
up with urban wages and
various parts of the infrastructure and other
expenditures tend to
catch up," he said.
But "you never quite
know where equilibrium
Is, it varies for different
areas and different types
of industries." Long said

Dean.,
14

,•
)

I HAVE A
PRESENT FOR
YOU, NANCY

metropolitan areas have
now been reduced or even
eliminated and there is
little basis for forecasting
where jobs will be moving in the future," he
said.
But, Long added, "only
to the degree nonmetropolitan America remains internationally
competitive will it be able
to maintain the level of
job growth seen in the

Suit filed after police chase leads three dead

It

hil

rio

accounted for 24 percent
of ell new jobs in rural
areas. compared to 16
percent in cities.
And in general rural
employment increased
slightly faster than urban, thanks to "lower
taxes, lower wage rates.
and generally lower costs
of doing business in lest;
urban settings'
"Some of these relative
advantages of non-

Clerk plans hunger strike as protest

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

Washingtoa-based study
group.
Metropolitan areas lost
people and jobs in the
1,70s, with foreign competition taking some of
the employment, he said.
The ability of some firms
to relocate to less costly
rural areas helped
preserve some employment, he said
He noted that during
the 1470s, manufacturing

presents itself. You may be
taking yourself too seriously.
SAGITTARIUS
.0440
INov.22toDec.211
Power plays on the job
operation?
2. What are the chances of survival with the mean you should act with
discretion. Attend to social
operation?
1. Are there other forms of treatment that could obligations. Add a decorative
touch to the home.
be tried before surgery?
4. How much will the operation cost? And will CAPRICORN
my insurance cover all the costa, including special (Dec.22 toJan. 19)
tests?
Love at first sight is in store
5. How much experience has the surgeon had with for some of you. A friend may
this particular operation?
make a major life change.
6. What percent of the operations were successful? Save some time today for un7. How will the operation affect my health and finished projects.
lifestyle? Are there any activities I will not be able AQUARIUS
to do after surgery?
(Jan. aoto rib. is) *SA
Above all, be sure an operation is necessary and
You'll
make some
that the benefits outweigh the risks before you
fascinating new triendeldps
agree to undergo surgery.
today. Some decide to join a
dub. Your personality goes
•••
DEAR ABBY A woman wrote to our local newspaper over well in laminas.
stating that she was jogging in the street and
was almost PIECES
hit by an automobile. Then she urged that
drivers watch (Feb.19to'.IS) X
out for joggers to avoid hitting them.
You may make some
Why? People who are stupid enough to jog in
the street changes in your investment
surely know they are taking their lives in
their handa.
New -chances for
There are plenty of parks and side streets
for joggers to
pin and recognition
run in without using the main roads and
public streets. come now. Advisers have
But in this town there are hundreds of thee. show-offe
puffing alongside cars in heavy traffic. requiring the OWL
YOU BORN TODAY are a
drivers to avoid hitting them.
In the past week I came close to hitting ',couple of prwaive thinker but M
times fixed in ideas. You're
thew health nuts late at night on• main highway!
cherienatic and would do well
There ought to be•law!
MD UP IN MANSFIELD. OHIO in *maw and the entertain.
mud wait Odled in eel.
you'd mho a time
DEAR VIM I agree. Address this matter to your
leacher 41'. public
:
1 111611k
city council. And 'while we're on the subject. how =
about the jeggsrs who wear hendssm? They wouldn't speakeir. Yes need an outlet
be able to hoar an automobile until it must the. for yaw creativity either
flying through dm sir. Most joggers are sellsiantly Own. wort or hobbies. At
inbilligmit le stay off the wads roads and busy liguis, you scatter your
streets whom they are Versed to labs& carbon ansegies and can become lasy.
movioside from passing vehicles.
iNderate a moo of responsibility and avoid a tendency
•••
Getting niarriod? Whether you want • formal he be domineering. Law and
shame wedding or a simple. -do-your-own-thine rides may also appeal to
Eigedieht of: Worm
ceremony. get Abby's new booklet. Seed $1
plus •
saw; VIOCIlli van
long, self-addrsesed, stamped (37 cents)
envelope to:
Abby's Wedding Booklet, P.O. 11102 UM,
and Eric asp.
;MEW;
GI*.
Hollywood.
Calif. 90035.
Ion,rook swililms.
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Experienced DOW/ man

Firewood 172 SO a rick
Cali 753 371,0 after Sp m
FOr Sale aged Walnut
lumber 3.000 sq ft Foe
information call 901 617
3770
375
Marine Batteries
CCA. $,399 exchange
549 99 ex
SOO C C A
Trolling Bat
change
Woes
27 series IOS
INallin
amp
$51 99
Hardware Paris
6
Martin Houses
rooms, 123 99 12 rooms
133 99 11 rooms. $4.4 99
24 rooms. 159 99 Wallin
Hardware. Paris

Bel

Store

Hed be the
topchIn
ef
any cook' book.
Hal rather work
for the Navy.
From chefs and
nuc fear-trained
engineers to
Machinists and
skilled surgeons.
some of the best
people in their fields
are in the Navy
Arid that makes
us proud
hey're Navytrained career
people. Men and
women who not only
believe in being the
best at what they do.
but also believe :t
means more when
WS done for their
Country

publication
CARTER STUDIO
751 1011 •

100 MAIN

VERNON'S
FRONTIER
TRADING
POST

Navy know-how.
trs working for America.

Bids will be accepted
for the mowing of the
Friendship Cemetery
April 1, at 1 00 p m For
more information, call
753 7370 after 4 00 p m

Western and
English Tack Apparel, shoe and
saddle repair.
Olympic Plaza
Nears:
Deify 10-0
Um. 12-S

Mire S minates? Cd
759-4444 for as, inspiretiossol message to
krightea year Wry.

ChIldree's tape 754)1445.
Ken Holland numbered
prints with number for
future prints
Areins
tiller with pusher blade
Used approx 5 hr Cali
753-0790

Will do spring
Meese cleaning,
clean offices or sit
with elderly person.
Call 153-3282 ask
for Mari.
DAI Y
Gold
Closed
Yesterday
Opened Today

ft'
:••

/la

6. Help Wanted
Begin $146 Weekly
National Shaklee Dos
tributor needs two local
persons to mail free
samples in spare time
946
Write Shaklee
Patricia, San Antonio
Texas 71213

LD SIL ER
saver
aesed
409.00 Yesterday
415.00 °Flaw!
V

10.30
10.55
.25

Compliments of

& SILVER
CUSTOM JEWELERS
OLYMPIC PLAZA

(-101 D

SUMMER JOBS
Will consider
college students
and Colloge hoond
graduating NS
Seniors. Work
longer hours,
Work away from
Murray area
5200-5250 per
week. For interview appointment
Coll 753-3316
between 6 PM and
10 PM through
Merck 30th.
9. Situation Wanted

s Ice ream
fowler now his Ice
Cream Cokes.
Place your order
for • Ronny Cake
for Easter.
753-3604

IN r• buy Gold
and Diomonds
Hours
10 8
I? 5 Sunday

Silver
Doily

Soles People

RI Ia'sl pars w wire II sell* uprisen? Ars ya a cid Am Ike average sales
ars& Cgs yea oilinto people al gel lb id
ins? An yea roily Is lame a later? It you
anwerol yes to Ilia geishas, it's ti_ ti jsiu
dle Woes tailing Ray-Wear twang's
dal* calk Coma ale ow sunlit trail*
warm al rapidly alwaco Is wogs me

YI sites. is eller iscallsal Irak* salary,
rapid aluessot it Wit plop ail esWhit orbs tomiltiss. kip=Ur• carat
OW pupil assi apply. If yes IN psi are
TOO mil Ilk dollop, call immillably:

1514112

Grandmother will
babySit. SI per hour.
753 4156.
Ex
Position Wanted
perienced in all
secretarial sicillS Have
atice44ent referrals from
post employers. Have
recently moved into
area permanently 759
1354
Want lady to babysit 11
month old in my home
in Almo
Must have
references, no smokers
please Call 753 5031
Will do housecleaning.
babysining and will do
odd lobs Call 762 4253

IS. Articles for Sale
Diamond engagement
and wedding band set,
wedding dress and veil
size 10 409 2651
For sale, ladies' 1,4 ct
Ilk
diamond solitaire
white gold, 6 prong
mounting
Valued at
$495, Selling for $450
Certificate of appraisal
available 153 3242 after
7p.m

16. Home Furnishings
25 inch color Zenith
$ISO Cali
Console T V
759 4775 after p m
3 Ton Central Air
conditioner, Utility
Pole, 200 Amp Panel
and Breaker Call 436
S194
Green couch and chair
49365.
Sears electric stove.
$125 Refrigerator. 5100
Both copperlone color
Frigidaire washer,
harvest gold, $75 All in
good condition 713 2113
after Sp m

19. Farm Equipment
B model Allis Chalmer
with plow, disc
and
cultivator 753 0133
Tillers Rear Tine
B rippS and Stratton
engines, chain drive. 3

forward speeds and
reverse. S hp S499.99, I
Pip. $599 99 Wallin
Hardware. Paris,
Used 2 Row Ford Plan
tee. nke. Stokes Trac
ter, indpstrial Rd 753
1319

22. Musical

amimmor
CHEMICAL OPERATOR
Vanderbilt Chemical Corp. has immediate opening for one or two
operators. Applicants must have
minimum of a high school education with
college chemistry or chemical plant experience desirable.
. Apply between hours of 9:00 a.m. and
3100 0.m. at

VANDERBILT CHEMICAL CORP.
EAST PENNY ROAD
MURRAY, KY.

32. Apts. For Rent

6. Help Wanted

Apply in person. South
3rd E•tended C hapsrel
Motors Ask for Ken
GOVERNMENT JOBS
V ariouS OoSitions
available through local
government agencies
120.000 to $50000 poten
Cali (refundable)
',al
I (6)91 569 0241 dept
K Y114 for your 1913
directory 21 hrs
Air
Housekeeper Aide
Decor
midnight shift Apply in
person only Absolutely
no phone calls Apply at
Fern Terrace Lodge.
1505 Stadium View
Drive
Lady to live in with
yew issovetharie., aw
invalid lady
Room.
Son Deaf
hem
board and salary 759
WI be of yr
1661
kg. CH PM no 11.11111
PROCESS
MA IL AT
tips•eins,
allowleys.
▪
HOME , $75 per nun
Therm*,sad Frideys.
dr.(/' No experience
rotooms. ounimeni.
Part or full time Start
POIMAC. CADILLAC
Immediately
Details
1404W. o.
send self addressed
stamped envelope to
C R 1 520. P0 Box IS.
Mylar Helium Inflated Stuart. FL 33495
Balloons for all oc
Wanted, someone to
stay with elderly lady in
casions Phone 436 5094
Murray Night shift and
day shift, no
e
II a
W r
housekeeping required
possports
Please response to P 0
Box 630, Murray Ky
re•Surnr;
1 0 S
References required
block & *hoes for

Used Spinet Piano
Assurn• payments with

approved credit.
Leach's Music Paris.
Tenn. 901643-6.443
143 9271

or

24. Miscellaneous
1 9 7 3 10'iS0' office
trailer, complete with 2
air conditioners. el•c
tric heat and no downs
719 107$
0116111100W1. Farr Apple
II Plus Computers.
complete with disk
drive. MOn19111 and controller card. 11,40. Call
733 ?snorter Sp.rn.

DO IT YOURSELF. We
nave plans tor 1 and 2
car garages. We will
give you a package
price upon requellt. Call
Murray Lunt •
713 3161
WM'Ca.. 114 Maple

71.2

3IE 3E111E
44. Lots for Sale

Furnished Apt 1 or 2
bedroom
Zimmerman
Apartments South 16th'
/53 6409
One bedroom furnished
apt • 2 blocks from
hospital adults, no pets
lease and deposit re
quired
Call 753 9305
alter 41) m
One bedroom, furnished
apt 121 North next to
Fairgrounds
no pets
753 3139
One or two bedroom
apt%
near downtown
Murray
753 4109
762
6630 or /36 26.44
SEASONED Iwo bedroom
qui,*
FIREWOOD Call John couple no Pets central
Borer. 753 0331
heat pump
T
tau
Stretch your dollars. S710-month' 492 Clothes for men
children
used 33. Rooms for Rent
women
Dixie Duds Girls rooms for rent
furniture
Resale Shop. 311 one block from Uri
Walnut. Fulton Next to iversity Cali 759 9560 or
Open
Post Office
/S3 1112
Saturday
Tuesday •
10 30- 5 00
34. Housesfor Rent
Tillers. Shp chain drive.
Beautifully remodeled 2
B riggs and Stratton
Wallin bedroom unfurnished
engine 1169 99
home. $750 per month
Hardware. Paris
rent $700 deposit Call
753 9179
Business Services
Two bedroom
1 bath
So 10th Street deposit
required 4119 2163
HODGES TAX SERVKI
Two bedroom stove and
pretverles
refrigerator
gas heat
lesieess, him sall
couples only
S175'month
$100 de
Munn. 11111 Pepe. fewPosit Call 753.5094
ney. /59 1475

25.

90x2)5 or 3 oniies south
of Murray set up for
mobile home
Would
consider rent rig if not
SO1C1 7S3 1710
Spring is Just around
the corner and lust
yvaitng tOr rOu are
these 21 icos at Lake
Forest Suboiv son
All
Priced at 52 SOO or less
n tee Center
Loci/7,d
Odge area are these
three !ors for only
Si 100
The perfect
tiSherrnanS h ,Je a way
Roberts Realty
/S3 1651
Three baisur•tui
lake
view iots in Lakeway
Shores Complete with
water and septic tank
Totals approximately 'a
753 0771
IS 000
acre
after So m

45. Farms for Sale
100 Acres, some
wooded. some siiilable
creek and fencing 535
000 901 217 5761
ill Acres
ap
pro•imately 31 acres
cultivated rest in tim
her and wood 17 miles
1 jMile%
from MSU
from Ken Lake Older
Fernithou•Se presently
rented. permanent *a
ter for cattle 1I)00 per
Call 7530035 or
acre
write Box 566 Murray
K

Si Services Offered

49. Used Cars

53. Services Offered

1966 Chevy impala.
very good Condition
good tires. air
0S
pb.SS60 7594115
1973 Cadillac Coupe
Devine, etectric window
and seats wire wheels
covers, looks aria run
good
/53 9111 or /53
1124 after 50 m
1973 Gremlin Hat
chback
6 cylinder
automatic
p s
air.
AM FM stereo 61 000
miles good condition
75) 9111 or 753 11124 after
SP fn
1975 Ford Elite $750
Call 153 7521 after ap
1917 Datsun 200 S1( 5
a••
AM FM
speed
cassette stereo
511 00e
miles new t.res cx ei
lent (ond•?ion Between
Atter
I 5p m
753 0448
ep m '5) 1580
1977 Olds Cutlass good
condit•an
AM FM 1
Ira( k stereo tape deck
s after Sp ro
C
759
_ 1569
t9'11 Camaro
21
Si 700 751 3269 or 753
5'29
tots Ford Fiesta
Sport
46 000 m • /es
•ilie neo. Cal: '53 6061
Bes.
. _ offer
109 Chevy StatiOn Wa
Von 9 passenger a(
•
p 0
atioorniso ,.
tn pin' ,ondir•on
$3
SOC or best otter Call
•sl 9312atter Sp m

GENERA-. HOME
REPAIR
IS years ex
per ,eriCe
Carpentry
concrete
plumbing
roof•ng
sliding
NO
JOB TO SMALL Free
estimates
Days '53
6973 rtigttts VA 1176

Get your house pa , nted
at a very reaSonabie
price Cal, B .• 435 14/i
or 435 4346
2C ,rs
ellierience refer -n.
Guttering I), ',Cart
Sears cont
ters insoaileo
you,
specific ao ,o-,v
Ceti
, tr ee
/ Sears 751 231.
lifidy'
eSt•mate

krainaw and
Iti
and Ahraminirrx
' for all houses It
point*.
Is
Jock Glower

BAILEY'S CARPET
CLEANING

753 1573
Harmon •no
Complete •E•••, ••I•ng
trOrn
'004 top
Free et.t mates
'Si 5153 E ren ngs 'Si
/,''q •1145
C & CI.
Jfl 4
. T1 y
AlUrn.nUrn & \'ne' SO
year *Arrant, 0‘...
30
.4•,,ryi - u m
hang
year 'A .t••inty
Pool nu
'
,lee
IL
Alum nt),
‘
,
1
•••p
e
.ree' Wool
Alyrn,num Storrn A 4'
slIOAS Doors
ree e%
Tj(1,1 v
mates
C 311
759 1600day
n,uh'

Low, low Oates.
Satisfied References.
Free Estimates.
759-1911
Tr, City
N e w n 0 U
garages ad,, ' on%
decks pcLe Dar r s hor".e
05'0%
wOocl
we, a,
And
eite••ors
Phone
B ob Washam
1 3/5 8736
At T BASEMENT" Vie
make rye basemenis
,trv
work .ompiete,,
guaranteed
wr Te
sf,u,o•on Cc
,

••''••
P1
404 A
.
1200.1 or call 1 412 -11:6
ihitl ()Abr.,
home 4-0. 753 t46.1
A
hre.5k ,5ci,
15k
"i 1 S163 Or""''
7s3
VIIIIIIMEromemateseam.
.
e

ROSS
ROOFING

36. For Rent or Lease
Joyce Noel's Tax Ser
vice
Prices start at
17 50 for short forms No
waiting
copies made
on the spot and ready to
mail 489 2410

For Lease
1500 lbs
burley poundage at 45
cents lb
Phone
753 6567

M. Homes for Sale
_

WOULDN'T K
YOU
If you've got
children that need a
37. Livestock-Supplies
Spacious fenced yard
family
piano room
150 lbs Yorkshire Boar
27. Mobile Home Sales
room. yOu strOOld enioy
$125 436 2124
17165 with 12x1 living AT STUD
7 Arabian the cozy charm of trios
room extension, two Stallions your choice 1 mantled brick fireplace
. arid still feel the pr•vacv
bath. old Egypian or Strati,
bedroom
1Oh this well but un
Ron Talent
wood or gas heat, patio. Breeding
usually arranged floor
7S3 9194
underpinning, and ser
plan
OWNER HAS
vice pole
$5.1000 492
JUST
DON'T BUY
REDUCED THE
11165
ANOTHER BULL BUY
PROPERTY FOR YOU
17100 1973 Winchester. 2 A KENTUCKY PER
BY 11100 Call us at
bedroom, 1'1 bath. FGRMANCE TESTED 753)192 for your show
53 Angus. Be
partly furnished
After BULL
ing on this well
efmaster
Pollro
6pm 153 3459
maintained three bed
14100 1990 Holly Park, 2 Hereford offered Fr. room brick located near
day,
March
11.
17
noon
bath,
bedrooms
lz
Murray High School
CST
UK Researrn
furnished or un
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Center
Education
furnished Call 753 7370
Realtors
Princeton KY and ill
1975 Lawrence 12x60 Angus
Lots of room at
Ankina, Bran
underpinned 7534914
reasonable price
Neat
gut, Charolais. Chian
four bedroom home
Trailer and lot, 2 bed , gus
Chianina. Limou
with study. firedlace.
room, l' r bath, partly Sin
Potreo Hereford
furnished, extra' nice.
Red Angus Sirnmtritai fenced yard and central
miles east of Murray
offered Saturday April gas hear, plus lots of
Cali
Call 753 0457 after Sp m
storage
565.000
2
11 00a rn
EST
KOPPERUD REALTY,
Two bedroom trailer, Bluegrass ii Stockyards
753 1771
•
17x SO storage shod; 1971 L exington, KY
New Listing! Good
model, on 150x 100 ft lot Cosponsored UK
on Ky lake gas. elec
K BCA
CONTACT older home on Poplar
fric. phone, no well, CHE NE TTE 606 257
Street 7 bedrooms and
large kitchen
7514. BASTIN 606 276
Garage
17,500 436 2113,
1205 OR YOUR and Storage Building
21. Mobile Home Rentals COUNTY AGENT
Only 525 000 Good bur
Two registered Angus Call Spann Realty As
New carpet. 2 bedroom
I bath. 2 miles east of Bulls age 10 and 11 sot 753 1724
months Call 437 1365
New and exclusively
Murray, deposit re
different listing in Can
quoted 419 2763
31.Petes
terbury Estates
Be
Trailer for rent
See
built 4
Brandon Dill at Dill's Cockatieis. tame Dirift. autiful custom
4 months old
436 7311 bedroom, 2'1 bath Col
Trailer Court
°mai Farm Style home
Two bedroom 17x60 between 70 m 100 rn
Pegged hardwood
located 5 miles north of
floors
chair rails
43. Real Estate
$110 month
Murray
custom built kitchen
plus deposit Call 753
vr, pantry and
4661
Pordens & Tleoriean
microwave
Two decks
Two bedroom trailer,
for outdoor enioyment
losoronce
KOPPERUD REALTY,
couple only, $90 month
Reed Wert.
plus deposit Hwy 121
753 1222
Sontiiside Com Sq.
South Call 753 5.405
The" is truly a Strife
Alarm , Resstoci y
winner, The traditional
30. Business Rentals
L shaped exterior and
753-4451
Covered front porch is
picturesque
indeed
The formal front entry
routes traffic directly to
STROUT
Woroleostso
tne three distinctly
REALTY
Stomps Space
the Quiet
toned areas
sleeping area
the of
For heat
ficient, informal family
753-4751
Caw, re Cow
kitchen, and the spec
%yews from Everywhere
A
ious formal living
UMW Service Peas 1914
closer look at the floor
Ideal location for any
19 17
plans reveals three
retail business or pro
Ilkoreet Itertedi, 47171
bedrooms
two full
fessional office use $230
(1117) 731 11116
Oaths
good storage
per month Contact Bill
sliding glass
awytime
Kopptrud, 753 1 rn
doors 70 the rear
/01( 111111,0111
terrace
The family
31. Want to Rent
kitchen is ideally
Uhreserl & Is
Want to lease dark fired
located
In addition to
or burley 753142$
being but a few steps
from both front and
For Rent
rear entraces one will
ertioy the view of both
2 Bedroom duplex with
yards
Call /53 1492
carport on Stadium
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
View Drive. central
Realtors
heat and air, all ap
plIan(eS. carpeted, de
Three bedroom 2 bath
posit required, no pots
some on It acre lOf lit
Call 753 1799 after Sp m
Has
good location
heatpump and wood
Appalettsmets amok
Furnished efficiency
Heated
burning stove
apt for 1 person
In
tor your convoisionce.
and paneled workshop
quire at 100 S
13th
soles
time
Poll
Only $411100 Call Spann
Street
'florist's seeming
Realty Assoc 753 7724
Two bedroom garage
Throe bedroom brick.
phones.
S130/month plus
apt
gas heat, air conditiO
deposit, walking dis
sirr/d
nor, carpet
tante to University
hookup. dishwasher,
759147
ftei Ektoti
range, carport, work
Two bedroom Town
%nu Win PaRIS shop. deep well 1 5,1
House apt., carpet.
139.300
hizuwl 1S
acres on 94E
central neat and air.
53.1511 753 1091
Spos
range refrigerator,
Iv's
Three bedroom
dishwasher, disposal.
/S/14n
Mos bore
bath hOrne, located at
900,1 *Cation Call 713
1616 Oakhill Drive 153
?Sr or 7337530
61115
Two plus bedroom
Iran* home on 2 *trot
Price right at 512.000. 10
Call 153
miles north
)02

32:Apts.

Nybrid T-Itosas

Most popular varieties, Climbers, All
Arnericons

Badding Mats
Cob0096
Cauliflower

Tomatoes

Pereadiel Bobs
Unitas
Hostas

Gladiolus
Caladium

Clematis

Ints laalscapieg
417 North 12th

lAwwwey,

47. Motorcycle
1910 Honda CXSOO
Custom, few extra
dunlap. w/I Wes. cablid
Condition, low Mlles.
bieSt Offer Call 733 7301
Nil Suzuki ION, wind-

larnmer. black with
white lettered tiret mos
extras. 3.01111 miles, Coil
MOW or 7594336.
' 11*3 Yamaha MA 3
Wheeler. C•II after
Sp re 43-1937

SO Used Trucks
'1461 Fori P x up wit a
1979 35 Csevland mg ne
1 barrel N011y Carbuir
tor 753 406S
1973 Chevrolet P ,kup
Call 75)01(1)
1973 internist onai
Travel Al good < ond•
toOn Consider trade for
75 hp Or larger eieor,,
start outociarJ motor
436 2215
1977 xi_T- I ord Courier
autOmat,
Pick up
1
long *hers Oast
owner 783 35e1

51. Campers
Winnebago motor
Horne 23 it
1971 •Ovr
mileage
e• ei•ent
condition
tun, se•1
Contained with ai•
fres
sleeps N
Mayt•ele:V 5576
_

Call

All types roofing
local references. Free
Estimates. All work
gwerenteed. Doyt
753-6511, nights
759-1159.
• i•
•• ' •
.1•••LI
• 0•,
'
me' •
.4e.lt•ng
ais ,
5t hi
Peon, ".

ii
Vas
reo.vr

A
r% and
^yr,'its ( .1 '51 4 7 11
Nee
ihOrt•
+reps, Tupt•-ng
pion
compirr,
sherp,Ig
rerrovai in'. rr,Ore (a"
s
ft°
P
T191- I
tor Prr
'•EPVICE
less ona 1 tree

LIME

Will do plumbing. heat
c.inpefltry painting
Call 751
and r Oofing
7711
Al! tij.,i
v.hite ro.k
Sand lime r•p rap an I
•oil
tr•ASOnar y Sand
Layton tlJtson
All
'53 ISIS
Ad
riscin
yard%
C tit
'rig

A '; ;•lov.
.11.%k
reasorable
. •• len%
119
•'•
pa••51.ng
••
• A,

Roerlion end custom
Spresiding
- 52. BoatsMotors
Belsky Mettler
19$0 Sea Safe 1 5 ft
753-6692.
Tri hull Calypso w
1979 Mar•ne• SO hp •
motor and 1979 <Aar r
trailer
plat a
Iss• 1,1•1
Cella.0r,e1

53 Services Offered
Mime
reels ssioSsoil
semairi• penes Aosies
carpets Wools mil doable
7.6 41ever 753 1173

111.411.

oneerebieime

S 11
APPLIANCE
Kenmore
✓ ICE
w est.righouse
Whiripooi
21 years
Parts and
experience
service Bobby Hopper
Bob s Appliance ser
5th St
vice 302 S
/53 1572. /53 6116
(home I
Appliance repair work
all brands Specialize in
Tappen Call 75)5311 or
3316954 Earl Lovett
Are you wanting to
spend your weekends at
the lake but you can't
because you ri•ve to
mow your lawn? Let
Murray Lawn Service
do it for yOu We can
keep your lawn mowed
trimmed and looking
Re
sharp all season
asonable fees Call 10e
free estimate /59 9716
or 159 4114

AIMS= SNINS Cs
slalom lei my! UAW,
titles Iris
Wt.= CO

tea

Will

?5341111
Bob's Home improve
orehIL 17 rears building
experience, remodel
Pig, additions. concrete
work, repairs, general
home maintenance Cali
753 4301
CARPET CLEANING
Free Estimates
Satisfied references
viora Steam Cleaning
1UCitiOlstery Cleaning)
Lee's Carpel Cleaning
753 SI111
Campbell's Tree Se,
vice for professional
Call JOhn. 1 $37
lob
0915
Concrete, block, brick,
basements, foun
dations, drive ways.
Sidewalks. patios, and
chimneys
Free es
tirnateS Call 7534476
Fence 6411•11 at Sears
now. Call SINKS 753 2310

tor tree estimate tor
your needs.

PSI
uill MICE
asap memos aid
osee r.ININMes.

434-r197

y

Pie* t)Pf

U
Arl(l

(. ornMe'

Spring '83
Special

i.rpt••

Tanks (se.ter
Auger
ter 1_•nes
tonnei , ng
1 reni Ping
151
e
Riv.k.hoe
5)15
Paperhanv
Padlt,,q
,rig interior
E uger.Or
IIe
C Orn Meri .,11
s•dent, al 10 r ears re
te r e rites
tree el
'rernOn
Farms759 1457
Tree tr,rn
Fre Wood
ming and removing
hedges and shrub..
Free e s
.71.) 5176

10% Leber Discoent
Residential
all
Reefing.(
.
4

ea

Phillips Roofing
Pb. 419-2477
Othor lads loaci lit _

Free Column

_
6 rri0 old Male part
7101,9 Y Puppy seeking
good master irig in
ounty
snots up to
late

Will

tranSfer

orction and protert•on to
qualified master
Cali
Marty 753 1691
Mate pure breed Collie
5 yrS Old to good home
only 75? 1991

57. Wanted
Grit • second *Mee.
free

litiolates. [s-

callion references

CoM
Meek Oistioarl
759 171$ 759-113$

✓ anTro
all 'hypes Of
t,M0er red oak white
oak and ash
Buy.ng
standing timber and rut
100 LaWborne Logging
Co W•• viiffr kr
335
11109
Andrews
Ind
219 716 33641

BREAKFAST SPECIAL
I Egg, 1 Sausage pottie or 2 Strips of
Bacon with Riscelts and gravy
99
1 Sausage and Biscuits
2 Country Hem Biscuits
Cal

$1.00
$ 1.20

awl we 1 wee tow

753-1632n

irt udV
,IS

6 LPL -2 10-0•

Mon. F ri.

Downtown

ULTRA-SONIC

"BUG-OUT"
APPLIANCE
DESIGNED TO GET
"BUGS OUT"
$29.95
"Bugs-Out"
$29.95
NO Instellotion•Plog into wall outlet
NO powders, sproys•No noise or odors
NO hornefol chesnicols•Won't harm pets,
pleats, etc.
NO batteries or mointenonce

EFFECTIVE USE:
Reich's, Floss, Flying Insects
Crickets
IS DAY RNA REFUND

and

If NOT COMPUTUT SATISFIED
Ow Taw Werronty so Ports & Law

Murray

4
Home & Auto:
:; 25

5%

.. LEDGEM•TIMM T
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H.N. Morris
dies Mondcri

Mrs. Farmer
dies today

Herbert N. Morris, 71,
Lynnville, died Moodily
at 12:01 a.m. at MarrayCalloway County
Hospital.
Born Oct. 12, 1911, in
Graves Comity, he is the
son of the late Andrew
Morris and Margaret
Dublin Marna.
Survivon are his wife,
Mrs. Rode Bruce Morris; one son, Jerry Morris, Lynnville; two
deters, Mrs. Mary Reed,
Lynnville, and Mrs. Hattie Barnett, Pontiac,
Mich.; two grandchildren.
The funeral will be
Wednesday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield.
William Hardison will officiate.
Pallbearers will be
Russell McCuan, Coy
Dublin, Max Davidson,
Larry !May, Billy Saxon
and James Ssay.
Burial will follow in
The funeral for Mrs. Lynnville Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
Commie Lela Kimbel is
today at 2:30 p.m. in funeral home after 4 p m
LeDon Chapel, Ridgeway today (Tuesday).
Morticians, Paris, Tenn.
Gary Collier is of-

Mrs. Anna Rolla
Farmer, II, Rt. 7, Lyon
Grove Road, died today
at 10:19 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital. She was the
widow of Claud Farmer.
Survivors include two
daughters, Mrs. Jo*
(Wand.) Dick, Rt. 7, and
Mn. Dan (Ann) Cain,
Des Pares, Mo.; one son,
Edward W Farmer,
Paducah.
Also surviving are a
sister-in-law. Mrs. HAW*
Purdom, Murray; one
brother, Noble Wilson,
Texas; nine grandchildren; 11 greatgrandchildren.
J H. Churchill Funeral
Home will be in charge of
the funeral and burial arrangernests.

Mrs. Kimbel's
rites today

Burial will follow in the
Walker Cemetery there.
Mrs. ?Umbel, IS, Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tenn., died
Monday morning at
Henry County General
Hospital, Paris.
Born April 14, 1664, in
Henry County, Tenn., she
was the daughter of the
Late John Porter Call and
Mettle Brogdon Call.
She was married in 1907
to Riley J. Kimbel who
died May 27, 1968. She
was a member of the Cottage Grove Baptist
Church.
Survivors include one
daugher, Mrs. Peariene
Collier, Rt. I, Cottage
Grove, Tenn.; one son,
J.B. ( Buton) ?Umbel, Rt.
2, Puryear, Tenn.; one
sister, Mrs. Betty
Williams, Paris.
Also surviving are
three grandchildren; four
stepgrandchildren; eight
great-grandcNIdren; six
stepgreat-grandchlldren.

Cecil P. Evitts
funeral today

Services for Cecil P
Evitts are today at 2 p m
In the chapel of Uncisey
Funeral Home, Paducah.
The Rev. Norvil RudesW
and the Rev. Howard
Farmer are officiating.
Burial will follow in
Maplelawn Cemetery
there.
Evitts, 74, 1217
South Seventh St.,
Paducah, died Saturdsy
at 4 p.m. at his home.
He was the son of the
late Fines Erin, and
Lula Victoria Stevens
Edits of Henry County,
Tennessee. He was a
member of the Church of
God.
Survivors are his ifile,
Mrs. Hazel EvItts; ibur
daughter', Mrs. Tilitta
Alexander and Mrs. Martha Farrar, California,
Mrs. Pauline Rednour, Illinois, and Mrs. Dorothy
Timmons, Paducah; two
sons, Vernon Evitts, Lynnville, and Cecil Evitts,
Paducah
Also surviving are a
stepdaughter, Ms. Diana
Lynch, Illinois; two stepsons, Robert Buchanan
A gospel meeting will and Carl Bachman, Inbe at the Hazel Church of diana; 41 grandchildren;
Christ starting Friday, 32 great-grandchildren.
April I, and continuing
Five surviving brothers
through Sunday.
are Clyde EvitLe of MurRoger Jackson of Ox- ray, Jim Evitts of Texas,
ford, Ala., will be the and David Eying, Joe
speaker for the services Evitts and Prentice
at 7:30 p.m. on Friday Evitts of Paducah; and
and Saturday and at 11 surviving sister Is Mrs
a.m. and 7:30 p.m. on Venie Hlllard, Rt, 1, SprSunday.
ingville, Tenn.

Hazel church
plans gospel
services

Mareb 19. 191111

Summer youth program to be at Murray State

Mr. Witzofsky Everett Melton
dies Sunday rites Monday
Joseph Witroisky, 64,
307 Lankford Road,
Paris,Tenn.,died Sunday
at Murray-Calloway
Canty Hospital.
The demand was an
employe of Emerson
Electric Co.,Paris.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Rosalind
Milder Witxdsky, and a
daughter, Miss Susan
Witzoisky, Paris, Tenn.
The funeral will be
Wednesday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of McEvoy
Funeral Home, Paris.
Burial will follow in
Hillcrest Cemetery
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 3 p.m.
today (Tuesday )

Dexter Gospel
Center plans
for revival
Dexter Gospel Center
Holiness Church will
begin a revival meeting
on Saturday, April 2.
Arnold Fanning of
Westville, Okla., will be
the speaker at the services at 7 p.m. each evening and at 11 a.m and 6
p.m. on Sunday.
The pastor. Everett
Junior Wallace, invites
the public to attend the
services.

Church plans
services for
Easter season
Martin's Chapel Uruted
Methodist Church will
have a pre-Easter revival
starting Wednesday.
March 30, and continuing
through Friday. April 1
The pastor, the Rev
Thomas Small, will be the
speaker for the services
at 7 pm. Wednesday.
Thursday and Friday
Holy Community will be
served at the Maundy
Thursday service.
Easter sunrise services
will be at 5.30 a.m. Sunday at the church Coffee
and doughnuts will be
served alter the worship
period. Regular services
will be at 9:30 a.m. also
on Sunday followed by
Sunday School at 10:45
a.M.

Final rites for Everett
Melton were Monday at 2
p.m in the LeDon Chapel
of Ridgeway Morticians,
Pans, Tenn. Burial was
in Bevill Cemetery
Pallbearers were Danny Hart. Kenny Hart.
Jimmy Hart. Ronnie
Burnette, Donnie
Paschall and Chris Hendrix, grandsons
Mr Melton. 82, Rt_ 2,
Puryear. Tenn., a retired
farmer, died Saturday at
Henry County General
Hospital. Pans
Born Sept. 6, 1901, in
White County, Ill., he was
the son of the late William
P. Melton and Clemma
Taylor Melton.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs Bulor Lee
Melton, to whom he was
married Dec. 24. 1921;
three daughters, Mrs
Donald I Monne ) Hart
and Miss Linda Lou
Melton, Puryear. and
Mrs. Floyd
Dorothy )
Burnette. Jr , Paris;
three sons. Velnor and
J W Melton, Paris, and
Melvin Melton, Puryear;
brother. Clyde Melton,
Paris, eight grandchildren, seven greatgrandchildren.

Coldwater will
have speakers
for revival
Pre-Easter revival services will be at Coldwater
United Methodist Church
from Thursday, March
31, through Saturday,
April 2. Services will be
at 7 p.m. each evening.
Speakers will be the
Rev. Randy Jetton of
['arts Circuit on Thursday; the Rev. Mark McCallon of Conyersville
Circuit on Friday; and
the Rev. Don Faulkner of
Palestine Church on
Saturday
Special music will be
featured, according to the
church pastor, the Rev.
la ne Shanklin.

STUMP

UNOCAL
).

High school students
who enroll in a special
Summer Youth Program
offering for academically
talented students at Murray State University July
10-16 will work in their
choice of six different
study areas with campus
professon.
Titled 1903 Summer
Challenge Series: A program for Academically
Talented Students, the
program is open to
students who will be in
grades 9-12 in 191344 and
who are in their school's
gifted or high-ability program or who are recommended by a principal or
counselor
Each of the six colleges

Northside will
hear Tackett
for revival
The Northaute Independent Church will have a
pre-Easter revival starting Thursday, March 31,
and continuing through
Saturday. April 2.
The Rev. Ralph
Tackett will be the
evangelist for the services at 7 p.m. each evening.
Special gospel singing
will be nightly, according
to the church pastor, the
Rev. Gerald Miller.
Sunday at 5:45 a.m. a
sunrise Easter service
will be at the church,
located on Highway 1346,
three miles east of Dexter
off Highway NI or 4'i
miles west of Highway 94
East.

on the campus will offer a
comprehensive study
area during the sevenday program. The interdisciplinary study areas
and the sponsoring colleges are:
• "Fame is the Name of
the Game: Musical
Theatre Meets the
Media." College of
Creative Expression.
• "Applying Hightech in
Engineering: Introduction to Electronics and
Surveying," College of
Industry and Technology.
•"Taking the Pulse of the
Planet: Using Computers
and Satellites to study
Environmental Problems," College of Environmental Sciences.
• "Creative Writing Tab
Lab I. Contemporary
Practices and Techniques." College of
Humanistic Studies.
• -World Class Problem
Solving: Using Computers to Pull It All
Together," College of
Business and Public Affairs.
• "Pursuing Human
Mysteries Through
Research," College of
Human Development and

Students who are Inin the program
may get additional information by writing or
calling: Mr. Gary Crum,
MSU Summer Youth Program, Sparks Hall, Murray State University,
Murray. Ky., 4207 1.
telephone i5021 762-4M
terested

Bridge opened
BURLINGTON. Ky.
(AP) — The Richadson
Road Bridge in Boone
County may be reopened
to traffic in two months,
according to Terry
Roberts Boone County
Judgti4xecutive
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FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

INVESTMENTS

Stock market

Prices furnished by First of
Michigan, Woodman Bldg
Industrial Average
+4.64
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Hog market
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Leanung.
Dr. Bill Price, program
director, said students
will be involved "in an exciting array of learning
opportunities in modern
university facilities."
They will wort with professors for a major portion of each day in the
study area of their choosing.
The cost of the 1983
Summer Challenge
Series is $160 for room,
board and tuition for
students who live in a dormitory or $97 for students
who commute from
home. Commuter
students will pay an additional charge for meals.
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At The Calloway County
Attorney's Office

McDonald
Quarter-Pounder Cone:
The Best
Buy In
Townl

Create Tear Owe Pommel:xi

Easter Baskets
Quenelles Of Ihr Pead Pulnald et Illblea glees.

ito

Vimpsse Seely & lied..Peschall

Aleaviab

Witit Reapisulf

Oe The Gen Sower

7134M

"A Night of
GospelSinging"
presented by:

K.G.M.A•

W•
featuring:

The Neighbors

\an.

446
TN
fi

fNecerery

Nor

bit Friday 1101, April 1
Tit 1:1 p.i.-11

Place Baptist Stoll loin
IValinp k.
EVERYONE IS WELCOME!

This Thursday we are having an Open House for the
public to see YOUR new office.
Thanks to the Calloway Fiscal Court, we have moved out of "THE DUNGEON" into more spacious offices across the hall.

75345411
107N. 12th

The Zags

The Gelikit Afros

Max Poring, County Attorney

;•1
/
4

Thanks to George
Weaks, Dan Miller,
Ralph Bogard, Gil Hopson, Clyde Hale.

'S

COMING
Nave Year Childs Picture
Taken With The
Easter Bunny
Thursday March 31st
1 P.M. To 2 P.M.
3 P.M. To 4 P.M.
sod 5 P.M. To 6 P.M.

, •

eoadmakk)
K•
710411110

Demob Wats sod tweet Nix add an..
lisisidriptescises.

So Come By Thursday & See
Your New County Attorney's Office
Advatissamitat PIM Fee Sy Max Pease

